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The Newsletter 
President’s Report 

I was, on a train journey home after visiting the 
last day of  "Spring Stampex".  Mulling over the days 
proceedings; I had put some of  the finishing touches 
to the forthcoming Pillage Trophy meeting, discussed 
the Societies finances with the Treasurer, prior to the 
AGM, been brought up to date with the latest on the 
upcoming joint BAMS trip to France at the invitation 
of  the  Cercle Aerophilatélique Française.  Together 
with  repartee with various other, like minded, ac-
quaintances, from other societies; musing what a 
friendly, levelling hobby philately and all its disciplines 
and facets is.  Then I started reading a copy of  a mag-
azine I had been handed.  It was  Volume No.1, issue 
number 3 of  our very own Air Mail News, dated 
March 1959. 

No less than 16 double sided, 10 x 8 inch type-
written pages; double stapled down the left edge.  
Front and back covers in colour?  –– well, amber pa-
per with black and red printing.  

Inside it listed our Patron as: 
Lord Douglas of  Kirtleside, G.C.B., M.C., D.F.C., 
D.L. (London) 
President: James Wotherspoon (It is his trophy 
we vie for annually). 
Vice Presidents: Francis J. Field and P.H.Hardi-
man (yes, we had two) 
One person was doing both the Hon. Secretary's 
job and Treasurer. 
A Sale Packet Secretary – now that brings a 
memory back to me.  I held that position way 
back before postage rates and insurance put a 
damper on it. 
A committee of  four, Hon. Librarian, and, of  
course the Editor. 

The Society was holding it's own full scale exhibi-
tion, that March, at no other place than Caxton Hall, 
Westminster. This was to coincide with "Stampex 
Week".  I shudder to think what that would cost us at 
today's rates! 

We were even negotiating with H.M. Customs & 
Excise to ensure that our overseas members that may 
be attending, did not pay Import Duty on their ex-
hibits. 

A statement within, that, "membership now 
stands at 53.  This is quite an achievement for a Soci-
ety in it's first year of  operations". 

There is an article on: "1919 Trans–Atlantic 
Flight of  Alcock and Brown". Carried on the back 
page is a copy of  an invoice, dated June 10, 1919, 
from a  Chas. F. Lester, Cartage Contractor, St Johns, 
Newfoundland,  to Capt. Alcock.  It is hand written 
for the sum of  $1345.10 (I guess Canadian) "To 
commission on work Monday & Tuesday's work on 
Field". That was for work clearing the takeoff  field 
for that epic flight. One must surely wonder, where 
that original document is today. 

The front cover, carries a copy of  a flown, signed 
cover, by a Mrs. Victor Bruce, who had made three 
attempts to break the World record endurance flight 
in 1932, using a Saro "Windhover" flying boat which 
had to be refuelled in the air, with an article  on inside 
page. 

If  it had not been for the announcement that we 
were approaching my station, I might still be on the 
train.  Fascinating reading of  our early days. 

Enjoy your collecting – I do. 
Bill 

  

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆ 

From the Editor 

Once again time to write another editorial, time more 
than flies by these days. Is this an age thing? 

Firstly, I would like to thank all those members for 
their various contributions to this quarter’s journal, 
and in particular members who responded to my plea 
for questions, the outcome a good selection. I would 

now ask those in the know to furnish answers. Let’s 
have a healthy exchange. 

Secondly, I am able to confirm I have informed 
our President I am prepared to complete my com-
mitment made to Peter Lister when I took the job of  
editor of  remaining in post for five years, that is up to 
the 2016 AGM. But I did say it was conditional: 

                                                            !                                                                                    i                                                            
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1. My health remains robust. 
2. There was a ready supply of  material; this has 

always given me the greatest concern. I am 
not in the position to resort to seeking suit-
able material from within my own collection 
to make up any significant shortfall and I 
would suggest its not the editor’s function so 
to do. Please keep material rolling in. 

3. Whilst I am prepared to continue compiling 
the print version of  Air Mail News, I have ad-
vised the President to seek someone else to 
prepare the annual archives CD–ROM. I will 
however continue managing its production. 
We have a very cost–effective replication facil-
ity here in Great Malvern who produce the 
journal on CD, and it would be no hardship 
for me once a year to place the order for 
archives CD at the same time. I would suggest 
the target date for the first of  these CDs 
would be mid October 2015, coinciding with 
that quarter’s Air Mail News, plenty of  time 
for someone to assume the responsibility. 

This should ensure some stability in the produc-
tion of  the Air Mail News for the next 15 months. 

I had a bit of  a shock last moth. For the past three 
years my collection has been insured with John 
Wardrop & Co, a company I am sure many of  you are 
familiar with. My household (buildings and contents) 
was with Ageas, the insurance branch of  Age Con-

cern, who initially agreed to provide cover whilst ex-
cluding the collection. The policy came up for renewal 
a couple of  weeks ago. Whilst discussing some minor 
changes, I mentioned that I had this collection, and 
that as a company you were happy for me to have it 
covered separately. Notwithstanding the previous 
agreement, the agent stated it was something they 
were not prepared to continue, and coupled with the 
value I placed on the collection would not renew the 
policy from the end date of  the current policy. I 
therefore needed to find a new insurer. Fortunately 
following discussion with John Wardrop, he was able 
to arrange cover for the coming year. I thought it 
worthwhile including this paragraph just to publicise 
this possible limitation on household policies, one 
that is apparently not uncommon. 

It always nice to report success, and so on behalf  
of  the British Air Mail Society’s membership congrat-
ulations to our member from the Netherlands, 
Jacques Bot, who was awarded a Gold medal at the 
August 2014 Multilateral Stamp Fair, Haldensleben, 
Germany for his seven frame aerophilatelic exhibit 
entitled ‘Fokker during the Interbellum’. This is the 
latest of  six awards he has received for this display 
over the past decade. Congratulations, Jaques. 

I learnt a couple of  weeks ago Derek Pillage was 
back at home, recovering from a serious heart opera-
tion. I am sure members would wish me to pass our 
best wishes to him for a full and rapid recovery. 

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆ 

Letters to the Editor 

British Library Moves Newspaper Collection to Boston Spa 

In January 2015, the British Library moved its newspaper collection from Colindale, north of  London to The Na-
tional Newspaper Building, located at the British Library's northern site at Boston Spa, West Yorkshire.   The 
newspapers are stored in a dark, airtight, low–oxygen environment, both for preservation purposes and to elimi-
nate the risk of  fire.   Apparently, humans are unable to breath within the stacks unless they are equipped with 
oxygen tanks.  Items are normally retrieve by robotic cranes, which transfer stacks of  newspapers via an airlock to 
a retrieval area where staff  can remove requested items and send them either to the British Library Newsroom at 
St. Pancras, London or the reading room at Boston Spa. 

As well as providing access to the print newspapers, where microfilm and digital copies are not available, the 
British Library's newspaper programme also establishes a 10–year partnership with DC Thomson Family History 
(formerly Brightsolid) to digitise 40 million newspaper pages and make them available online.  10 million pages are 
already available online at www.britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk which offers a subscription service – or can be 
viewed for free in any British Library's Reading Rooms, including Boston Spa. 

When doing research for my book "Air Crash Mail of  Imperial Airways & Predecessor Airlines", I spent 
many days at the Newspaper Collection in Colindale.  However, I never looked at original newspapers.  I looked at 
microfilms of  the newspapers.  I was able to look at the original issues of  the two major aviation magazines which 
were published in the 1920s & 1930s, "Flight" and "The Aeroplane". 

Ken Sanford 

                                                            !                                                                                    ii                                                            
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Imperial Airways Collection to open in March 2015 

Kindly forwarded by Ken Sanford 
Also received directly from Neil Farley courtesy John Crowe. 

The following was received from Neil Farley on 22nd February 2015. 
I thought I would update you on the Imperial Airways Collection, as after 3 years of  hard work we will be 
opening in March! Please find below the e–mail being sent out to people on our waiting list to give you an 
idea as to what we are doing: 
Thank you for your interest in the Imperial Airways Collection. Booking for this is now open and we have a 
calendar of  dates that can be viewed – either by going to the www.imperial-airways.gb.com website which 
gives more information and links to all our related sites, and follow the ‘Collection’ links, or alternatively type 
in/click the more direct link:http://www.imperial-airways.gb.com/booking-hall#!__the-collection 
Entrance is via prior booking only with a contribution of  £10 per head towards running costs and looking 
after the Collection. Unfortunately due to the size, layout, and nature of  the Collection we do not allow chil-
dren under 16 on the premises and if  wheelchair access is required please get in touch and let us know. We 
open from 11am to around 6pm, and limit daily visitors so that you get the most out of  your day. 
We would recommend a visiting time of  around 2–3 hours with a return visit to take it all in. You may also 
want to spend extra time in the shop and looking around our aviation themed pub, via which you enter the 
Collection. 
Please check the online dates for availability using the calendar, then contact us and we will confirm your 
choice. Although our adjoining aviation pub does not normally do hot food, we are offering a hot 2–course 
meal exclusively for Collection visitors (if  booked along with your ticket), at a cost of  £10 per head. Please 
note payment for tickets and food is required in advance, and we do not accept credit cards at this time. Menu 
choices as follows: 
Mains: 
‘Shorts’ Steak and onion hotpot, with peas and carrots. 
‘Sea Eagle’ Scampi and chips, with peas. 
‘Vimy’ Vegetable pasta bake, with side salad. 
Desserts: 
‘Canopus’ Chocolate fudge cake and cream. 
‘Radlett’ Rice pudding, with jam. 
‘Frobisher’ Fresh fruit trifle. 
‘Brancker’ Biscuits and 3 cheeses. 

Food is served between 12.30–2 p.m. Please send your food choices (or if  you don’t require food please let us 
know) along with payment for same and tickets to: ‘Neil Farley’ and use the address at the bottom of  this mes-
sage. 
Once we have your payment we will send you a confirmation letter of  your visit date with details on how to find 
us, a map of  the Collection and of  course your tickets! 

Best Regards, 
Neil 

Neil Farley: Team Leader 
Team Merlin – Aviation and Film 

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆ 

Society News 

Auction No.7 Results 

I would like to thank all the people that bid and the folks that submitted the lots. Thirty three members success-
fully obtained lots, but others were left without. One lot in particular reserved at just £6 received 5 bids 1 at £7 
and 4 at £10, thus the first at £10 secured it. The moral of  this is if  you are going to bid then bid early and not on 
the last day. The total sales amounted to just over £2,000 which was mainly due to not having many high value 
covers resulting in a lower commission to the society. The results have been published and can be viewed on our 
web site. 

                                                            !                                                                                    iii                                                            
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The next auction will be a live one at the AGM, lots for it are filling up quickly. I also  intend to hold another 
in September and will accept the lots as soon as possible.  
With my thanks to all of  you who supported the society. 

Peter 

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆ 

Events Diary 

For those members who like to plan ahead, perhaps to arrange travel plans or prepare exhibits, the following are a 
selection of  events for the coming months and years.

Regional Meetings  

2015 
Solent Group

30th May: The next meeting of  the British Air Mail Society Solent Group will be held at the 
Scout Hall, Lower Street, Harnham, Salisbury, Wilts. SP2 8HB, commencing at 
1030hrs to approx 1500hrs. Further details from Ian Hames – aero.avion@ntlworld.-
com or 02380 367169. 

South Coast Group 

12th April: South Coast group plus other members of  BAMS travel to France to our French 
counterparts Cercle Aerophilatelique 

27th June: Members Afternoon:  Something Old/Something New  
26th September: Ian Nutley: Flying down to Rio  
21st November: Saturday end of  season meeting: Talk/displays TBA 

British Air Mail Society 
2015 
12th May: Pillage Trophy and FISA Congress, Royal Philatelic Society, London 
6th June: AGM, Royal Philatelic Society, London.Wotherspoon Cup & Air Mail Trophy compe-

titions.
7th November: Christmas meeting, Royal Philatelic Society commencing at 1000 hours. 

2016 
4th June: AGM, Royal Philatelic Society, London 
3rd December: Christmas meeting, Royal Philatelic Society commencing at 1000 hours. 

Other 
2015 
17 Sep 2014 – 20 Sep 2014: Autumn Stampex. Full National Exhibition. With all classes 

Anniversary of  GB Overprints Society; 45 Years 
2016 
TBD Spring Stampex. Full National Exhibition. With all classes 
28th May – 4th June: World Stamp Show. Javits Convention Center, New York City, NY, USA 
TBD: Autumn Stampex. Full National Exhibition 

King George VI Collectors Society. www.kg6.info 

Details of  Asian and Australasian philatelic events can be found at: Federation of  Inter–Asian Philately, <http://
www.asiaphilately.com/Calendar.html>  

❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈ 
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Regional Reports 

The South Coast Regional Group 

A small group gathered on Saturday 21st March at our normal venue in Worthing on a cold and blustery March 
day. We were richly rewarded with the displays presented with great enthusiasm by two of  our members. 

First, Michael Berry, who despite suffering from a cold after returning from South Africa, bravely gave us a 
most enlightening display on “Balloon Monte”. His detailed knowledge of  the Franco–Prussian War was quite 
astonishing. Michael introduced his presentation by explaining why the French had declared war on Prussia, 
thereby providing an excellent introduction that resulted in the siege of  Paris, and the necessity for the balloon 
mail. He also gave us an interesting insight into the dreadful conditions that existed inside Paris at this time, in 
particular the people’s desperate struggle for food. It was not just balloon mail he showed but also their content 
painstaking translated from the original French, revealing a first hand account of  life inside Paris at this time. A 
quite remarkable collection and thoroughly appreciated by all. 

The second part of  the afternoon, we were entertained by John Bushell with his fine display of  Chilean 
Airmails.  He started collecting in 1972 and originally planned to limit the collection 1929 Airmails and 1932 
Zeppelins. Over the years, though, he has digressed and he showed us mail from a vast time frame extending from 
1919 almost up to the present day. My favourite piece was the cover carried by Air France (20th November 1937) 
and that flew from Paris, via Istres, Dhaka, Natal, Buenos Aires and terminating at Santiago. Altogether a 
remarkable afternoon that was thoroughly enjoyed by all. 

Bill Legg gave the vote of  appreciation to Michael Berry, as I did the same for John Bushell.  

Josh Spoor 
❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈ 

  

                                                            !                                                                                    v                                                            
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Accounts for Year ending 31st December 2014 
British Air Mail Society 

(formerly known as the British Aerophilatelic Federation) 
Income and Expenditure Account 

or the Year ended 31st December 2014 

 2013  2014                                                                                                                                                 
  INCOME                             
  £5,770.00  Subscriptions  £6,993.00                                                                                                              
  £713.00  Auction Profits  £834.00                                                                                                                 
 £496.00 Advertising  £700.00                                                                                                                         
 £105.00 Meetings  £135.00                                                                                                                            
 £42.00 Miscellaneous Sales  £17.00                                                                                                                
   £377.00 Donations  £109.00                                                                                                                        
  £7,503.00    £8,788.00                                                                                                                                   
  EXPENDITURE                             
  £3,486.00  AMN – Printing Magazine   £3,448.00                                                                                         
 £313.00  Auction Catalogue, Bid Forms, Subscription Notices   £457.00                                                       
  £1,987.00 AMN – Catalogue & Index/Library List – Mailings   £1,781.00                                                   
  £761.00  Meetings  £780.00                                                                                                                          
 £288.00 Regional Expenses  £531.00                                                                                                             
 £97.00 Post, Telephone etc.   £64.00                                                                                                              
 £284.00 Fees, Subscriptions etc.   £268.00                                                                                                      
 £100.00 Insurance  £100.00                                                                                                                           
 £25.00 Library  —                                                                                                                                     
 — Audit Honorarium  —                                                                                                                         
 — Die for badges  —                                                                                                                                
 £41.00 Internet Website          —                                                                                                                    
  £7,382.00   £7,429.00                                                                                                                                    
 £121.00 Surplus /(Deficit) for the year  £1,359.00                                                                                         
  £7,503.00   £8,788.00                                                                                                                                    
  BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31ST DECEMBER 2014                             
  £6,164.00  Funds at beginning of  year   £6,285.00                                                                                        
 £121.00 Surplus/(Deficit)  £1,359.00                                                                                                             
  £6,285.00 Balance of  funds carried forward   £7,644.00                                                                               
  REPRESENTED BY:                             
  £5,092.00 Bank account (Main)   £7,818.00                                                                                                  
  £1,060.00 Bank account (No. 2) Auction Float  £1,645.00                                                                            
  Add Debtors and Prepayments:                             
 £323.00 Bank account – Deposit/Prepayments £424.00                                                     
 — Bank account – Debtor £160.00                                                                                    
 £179.00 Stock of  Badges £169.00 £753.00                                                                                                    
  £6,654.00   £10,216.00                                                                                                                                  
  Less Creditors:                             
 — Main Account – subscriptions received in advance £2,203.00                                        
 £70.00 Auction Account – held for vendors and creditor £70.00                                         
 £299.00 Regional groups and other creditors £299.00 £2,572.00                                                                   
  £6,285.00    £7,644.00                                                                                                                                   

  G C Boutle, Hon Treasurer,    26th February 2015                                                                

 AUDITOR’S REPORT                                                                                                       
I have audited the above Income and Expenditure Account and Balance Sheet and confirm that they are in accor-
dance with the Society’s accounting records which have been properly kept.                       

  P J Wood, ACMA,   26th February 2015                                                                                         

                                                            !                                                                                    vi                                                            
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Notice of the Annual General Meeting 

SATURDAY 12th MAY 2015 

The Royal Philatelic Society, 41 Devonshire Street, London WIG 6JY 

TIMETABLE  AND  AGENDA 

10:00 Arrival and Coffee 
10:30 Viewing of  Auction Lots 
11:15 Live Auction 

12:45 Lunch and Mounting of  Competition Entries 

(N.B. lunches will only be available at venue for those who have booked them) 

14:00 Agenda for AGM 12th May 2015 

1. Chairman's welcome and opening remarks 

2. Approval of  minutes of  last AGM — published August 2014 

4. Treasurer's Report 

5. Auctioneer's Report 

6. Editor's Report 

7. Librarian's Report 

8. Membership Secretary's Report 

9. Webmaster's Report 

10. Regional Group Organiser's Reports: 
The Scottish "North of  the Border" Group; The South Coast; The Midlands; 
The North West; London & Home Counties. 

11 . Election of  Officers 
Hon. Vice President Currently  Eddie Spicer 
Hon. Secretary Currently Vacant 
Hon. Treasurer Currently Grahame Boutle 
Hon. Membership Secretary Currently Peter A. Lister 
Hon. Auctioneer Currently Peter A. Lister 
Hon. Librarian Currently Barbara Priddy 
Hon. Editor "Air Mail News" Currently John C. Symons 
Hon. Web Master Currently Bob Clark 
Hon. Publicity/Advertising Manager Currently Bill Trower 
Hon. Accounts Examiner Currently P.  Wood  

12. Any Other Business 

15:00 Announcement of  Competition Winners 
15:15 Members' Individual Displays (limited to 16 sheets) 
16:45 Meeting concludes 

——————————————All times are approximate ————————————— 

If  any member of  the British Air Mail Society wishes to add anything to the Agenda this should be communicated directly to the 
President in advance of  the Meeting. Formal Motions should be signed by Proposers and Seconders and submitted in writing to arrive 
with the President 28 days in advance. 

                                                            !                                                                                    vii                                                            
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Membership Subscriptions 
Due on 1st January – please remit to the Membership Secretary, Peter Lister at above address. 

UK Members: £30.00. Members resident in the EEC: £35.00 (or 45 Euros). Overseas Members: £40.00 (or $60).     
Members who elect to receive the Air Mail News on CD ROM, the subscription will be 50% of  the above rates. 

Members who wish to receive both the printed and CD ROM versions an additional £8.00 (9 Euro, $12) is requested. 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Q509. That extra 1½ d. 

The correct rate for a postcard to North America  carried on the Imperial Airways’ 
flight no. NAW4, which departed Southampton on 26th August, and arrivied New 
York the following day.

The incorrect rate, illustrating the additional 1½d, for a cover to North America 
carried on the Imperial Airways’ inaugural flight no. NAW1, which departed 
Southampton on 5th August, and arrivied New York the following day.





Q 510. Unidentified Crash Cover 

Q511. What route? Cover Djibouti to Berlin October 1935 
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The Journal 

Questions and Answers 

QUESTIONS 

Q507: Route & Rate, Sudan to Germany  

This cover posted in Khartoum on 6th April 1931, and addressed to a destination in Germany (no arrival details), was 
clearly flown from Khartoum to Athens, via Cairo, arriving at the former on 13th April, from where it was forwarded to 
Germany by air.  I can find no information as to route taken and rate paid. Can any member please help. 

A W Walker, Stoke on Trent 
 
Q508. Rates from and to the Belgium Congo 

Dear John, 
In the latest Air Mail News you have asked for questions. I have two I'd like answered:– 
1. Is there any logic to the airmail rates in the Belgian Congo. 
2. If  anyone answers 'Yes', could they please explain them to me and perhaps analyse the attached table. 
Apart from the commemorative flight covers, I can't see any logic in the calculations of  ordinary letters 
posted air mail. I have included any manuscript notes on a cover. I will be eternally grateful if  someone can 
help me sort out the mess I have written up in trying to interpret what I think are rates. 
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Many thanks, 
Dave Lee 

 

Q509. That extra 1½ d. 

In the run–up to Imperial Airways Transatlantic inaugural flight, 5th August 1939, the Daily Telegraph printed a 
short report on the preparatory efforts involved in the carriage of  mail, stating upwards of  25,000 letters were 
likely to be carried. This estimate was based no doubt on the serial numbers printed on the back of  the enve-
lope. This news items is of  a quality that prevents its reproduction. Unfortunately its source did not provide 
any details as to its publication date, but was probably sometime in the first week of  August. The one item 
that catches the eye is the statement: 

At present, in addition to the usual 1½d, each letter must bear a surcharge of  1s 3d and, 
in addition to the 1d rate for postcards, 6d extra. If  ordinary envelopes are used they 
should bear the air mail label on the top left–hand corner and the words “North Atlantic 
Air Service”. 

Daily Telegraph, Extract from an undated cutting. 

Date From To Postage Notes

23.10.25 Elisabethville Belgium 2fr50

17.4.26 Likasi (Jadotville) Belgium 10fr Registered

6.4.28 Elisabethville Belgium 9fr50

14.2.29 Tshikapa USA 3fr25

30.11.29 Bandundu Switzerland 3fr25

24.9.32 Elisabethville Belgium 10fr25 via AeCK. Registered

23.4.33 Elisabethville France 8fr

19.9.34 Elisabethville Italy 11fr50

16.12.34 Costermansville Holland 5fr50

28.2.35 Kongola Belgium 4fr50 By Air to Brindisi'

15.5.35 Elisabethville Italy 11fr75

18.9.35 Elisabethville Belgium 5fr

10.3.36 Albertville Belgium 5fr via Dodoma'

29.11.36 Irumu England 6fr via Juba'

14.5.37 Elisabethville Belgium 7fr50 Via Broken Hill'

4.9.38 Costermansville Austria 13fr Stanleyville 9.9.38 & Vienna 14.9.38

24.10.38 Goma Canada 17fr50 de Stan(leyville) a Caire via Fort Lamy'

I also have two Belgian covers that seem to conflict –

Date From To Postage Notes

23.8.33 Belgium Costersmanville 7fr50 via Voir du Nil'

23.5.34 Belgium Stanleyville 4fr50 via Juba'
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Furfie quotes the rates as 1s 3d for letters, and 7d for postcards. The former is universally seen on covers, and is no 
doubt correct. But what about 1s 4½d? Covers showing  these two rates  are illustrated on the centre pages. The only 
explanation I can offer is that the Telegraph was of  the opinion the Empire Air Mail Scheme  (EAMS) applied; although 
Canada was a participant in EAMS, the USA and Newfoundland were not. 

So my question why the additional 1½d? 

John C Symons 

References: The Canadian Aerophilatelist, March 2000, Page 24   
 Furfie M (2000), British Civilian Postage Rates of  the 20th Century, author, Ashford, Middlesex.                    

 

Q510. Which crash was this cover involved in? 

Attached are two (see centre pages) photographs of  air crash mail dating from the 1930’s and believed to have 
been recovered from one of  the following Imperial Airways crashes into water, based on the cachet: 

DAMAGED BY SEA WATER IN AIRPLANE ACCIDENT 
a) Scipio at Marabella Bay, Crete on 22nd August 1936 (Australia – GB service);  
b) Courtier at Phaleron Bay, Greece on 1st October 1937 (Asia – GB service); 
c) Centurian at Calcutta on 12th June 1939 (Australia – GB service; 
d) Cygnus at Brindisi, Italy on 5th December 1937 (Australia – GB service). 
As to clues, the postmarks ‘AIR MAIL 3’ I have not come across before, although Sydney GPO was using 
‘AIR MAIL’ in 1934. The envelope is interesting – ‘PIONEER AIR MAIL ENVELOPE REGISTERED 
DESIGN NO.11068’ featuring a number of  light aircraft plus an IA HP 42 G–AAGX. 
If  any reader can identify the crash relating to this cover I should be most grateful. 

Mike Kelly 
 

Q511. What route? Cover Djibouti to Berlin October 1935 

Submitted by David Lee. 
I wonder if  I might ask for some advice from our AMN experts on how this cover (see centre pages) made its 
journey. It was posted to the Editorial Office of  the newspaper Berliner Morgenpost which Google tells me 
did not support Hitler or the Nazi Party, was 'Aryanised' (ie Jews excluded from employment) in March 1934 
and bought for DM6million in 1935 – whether before or after this letter I haven't been able to find out. 
It was posted in Djibouti on 12th October 1935 with postage of  17fr20. Picirilli gives the foreign basic rate as 
1fr50/20g and a pencil note seems to indicate the letter weighed 7g. There was no air mail surtax for France 
before 2 December 1935 and for Europe before 21 November 1938 but 4fr50/20g seems to have been 
charged on letters carried to France by Goulette in 1931 and to Italy by Lombardi in 1932. So, why 15fr70 air 
mail surcharge? 
I have identified various facts that may or may not be relevant – 

1. In July 1935 the UK, Egypt and Italy signed an agreement to begin a regular air service between Italy 
and Italian East Africa that operated flights twice a week to carry passengers and cargo from Rome via 
Cairo and/or (?) Khartoum to Massawa in 3 days and Mogadishu in 4 days. While waiting for Ala Litto-
ria to acquire suitable aircraft, Imperial Airways and Ala Littoria made some flights – were these regular 
and twice a week? Or was the service starting on 7th November 1935 the result of  the July agreement? 
2. Italy invaded Ethiopia on 3rd October 1935 but seemingly this had no effect on whatever services 
were operating. 
3. Having obtained a fleet of  Savoia–Marchetti S73 aircraft, Ala Littoria opened a service between 
Rome and Djibouti on 26th December 1935 – too late for this letter. 

After posting in Djibouti on 12th October, there is a transit stamp at Port Taufiq of  1500hrs on 18 October – 
so, despite clearly being marked and paid for by air, was this carried by ship to Suez and the Port?   If  so, do 
we know the shipping line or ship? If  the letter was delayed in Djibouti waiting for a scheduled air service – 
which service on what date and why to Port Taufiq? 
The next transit stamp is Cairo at 0800hrs on 19 December and then the newspaper (Ullstein – the owner's 
name) received it on 25 October 1935. Somewhere along the way the Par Avion etiquette was cancelled – 
where? As for getting from Cairo to Berlin – 
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a. Did it go via AN299 (Peter Wingent's book) to either – 
b. – Brindisi and then by the train to Paris but off–loaded en route; or 
c. – Brindisi and Ala Littoria to Rome and then on to Berlin by air or rail; or 
d. – Marseilles and by DLH to Berlin (Peter Wingent's article in the Imperial Airways Gazette of  June 
2005); or 
e. – some other (what other) way? 

I have a horrible feeling that this is going to be yet another air mail cover I have bought that never saw the 
inside of  an aircraft!! 
Many thanks, David 

Answers 

A507: Route & Rate, Sudan to Germany. Response received from Peter Wingent. Thank you for your time and effort. 

It was posted in Khartoum on, I think, 8th April 1931 and has an Athens backstamp of  13th April.  At bot-
tom left is a purple "Mit Luftpost Beforderet  ??????? Hanover"  This translates as "arrival by air ... then a 
word I cannot make out .... then I think Hanover."  There is another rectangular cachet just to the right of  the 
blue pencil "25" mark but I cannot read it. 
First, the route which Mr. Walker asks for: it departed Khartoum on 11 April in the DH66 "City of  Karachi" 
which arrived Cairo on the 12th.  It was then sent by train to Alexandria, from where it departed at 05.45 on 
the 13th in the Short Calcutta "City of  Athens" which arrived Athens the same day via Mersa Matruh and 
Mirabella.  From Athens it would have been sent by train to either somewhere in Germany or perhaps just to 
Vienna; sorry to be vague but I know not where but from wherever it was, it was then flown to Hanover, 
hence the arrival by air cachet. The address is difficult to read but I think it is Braunschweig, also known as 
Brunswick, which is only about 35 miles from Hanover so the final stage was by road.  So far as I am aware, 
there was no air service flying north from Athens at this time (the DLH Athens – Berlin service did not 
commence until May 1932). 
Now the rate:  the postage on the cover comprises a 2 piastre stamp and a 10 milliemes stamp = 30 milleimes 
(1 piastre = 10 mills.).  At this time the rate to Europe from the Sudan was 15 mills. first 15 gr. ordinary 
postage + 20 mills. per 15 gr. air mail fee to Europe.  Thus the cover is underpaid by 5 mills. and a "T" mark 
was applied together with the blue pencil "25" representing a charge raised of  25 gold centimes.  My under-
standing is that 2 mills. = 5 g.c. but this factor would have incurred a charge of  12 or 13 g.c. and it appears 
that a conversion rate of  1 mill. = 5 g.c. was applied.  Perhaps a reader can correct me on this point.  In the 
event, the German post office ignored the underpayment and did not raise any postage due charges. 

A510. Which crash was this cover involved in? 

This following was received from Ken Sanford  by email dated 27th February: 
Dear John, 
Unless there is a backstamp on the back with a clear date, it is impossible to determine which Imperial Air-
ways crash this cover is from. 
In my book "Air Crash Mail of  Imperial Airways & Predecessor Airlines", in Appendix "A", I provided a 
chart that shows cachets used on various Imperial 
crash covers. 
The cachet on this cover is known on covers from the following Imperial crashes: 
"Scipio" – 360822 
"Courtier" – 371001 
"Cygnus" – 371205 
"Centurion" – 390612 

Best Regards, 
Ken Sanford  

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆ 
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The Quarterly Cover 

United Airlines Crash on the approach to Cheyenne Airport, Wy 

Date: 8th October 1946 Time: 04:33 Location: Cheyenne, Wyoming                                             
Operator: United Air Lines Flight No.: 28                            
Route: San Francisco – Cheyenne – Chicago                      
AC Type: Douglas DC–4 Registration: N30051                               
Aboard: 41, (passengers: 37,  crew: 4) Fatalities: 2, (passen                      -

gers: 2,  crew: 0) 
Summary: After two landing attempts, the pilot tried to land on 

a different runway. The wing struck the ground and 
the plane skidded 800 ft. As the aircraft plummeted 
to earth and broke in two, it narrowly missed strik-
ing an ammunition storage building on the Fort 
Francis E. Warren military reservation by 100 yards, 
according to Sheriff  Norbert E. Tuck. Military au-
thorities, however, said that it was extremely doubt-
ful whether the ammunition would have exploded had the plane struck the building. The air-
craft was named Mainliner Lake Michigan. 

Cover: Posted in Ross, Ca on 7th October, addressed to the Wal-
dorf  Astoria Hotel, New York, where it arrived on 10th 
October 1946. It was not seriously delayed as a result of  
the accident at Cheyenne, nor was it damaged, although 
very grubby, which of  course may not be due to the inci-
dent. Franked with the 8¢ airmail stamp from the ‘Trans-
port’ issue, it reflects the rate increase introduced on 26th 
March 1944. However, the domestic airmail rate was re-
duced from 8¢ to 5¢ on 1st October 1946, thus this cover is 
over–rated by 3¢. 

References: http://www3.gendisasters.com/wyoming/12412/cheyenne-wy-airliner-crash-when-landing-oct-1946 
 http://www.planecrashinfo.com/1946/1946–62.htm 

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆ 

Primary Source 

THIS DOCUMENT IS THE PROPERTY OF HIS BRITANNIC MAJESTY'S GOVERNMENT 
SECRET. 

W.P.(G)(40) 8O. COPY NO.13                                                    
13TH MARCH, 1940. 

WAR CABINET. 
TRANSATLANTIC AIRMAIL SERVICE. 

——————————————————————————————————— 
Joint Memorandum by the Minister of Information 

and the Postmaster General. 
1. While we do not, in view of the urgency of Service reasons, raise      
any objection at this juncture against the Secretary of State for Air's 
proposal to withdraw for Service uses the aircraft which would otherwise 
have been available for a resumption this Summer of a British North 
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Atlantic Air Service, nor to make any definite representations, we would 
like to submit our point of view and our concern, 
2, We believe that it is of particular value in the present state of      
affairs to develop to the utmost all links between Great Britain and 
North America, of which the Trans–atlantic Air Service is an important 
one. The partnership between the U.S.A., the U.K., Canada and Eire, which 
has been responsible for the North Atlantic Air Service, was not merely 
of great intrinsic value, but was significant as a symbol of the friendly 
collaboration obtaining between kindred democracies. 
3. Considerable Prestige for Britain can be obtained from an      
effective share in the Transatlantic Air Service and we feel that great 
propaganda advantage could have been obtained thereby. Moreover the dis-
play of British News and Pictures in the North American Press, as com-
pared with that of German ones, depends largely on relative speed of 
transmission, so that this country would be losing an important publicity 
advantage if a speedy British Air Mail Service direct 
4. We are also impressed with the importance of the regularity and safety 
as well as speed which would characterise a British Air Hail Service 
across the Atlantic and with the postal significance of these. The good 
will of American Commercial and Press Representatives, which it is its 
constant interest to cultivate, is as 
much dependent on optimum postal facilities as on any other single fac-
tor. 
5. The Clipper Service working from Lisbon is scheduled to leave on      
Sunday and Wednesday mornings. Owing to the refusal of permission to fly 
over Spain the Sunday connection leaves London on Friday afternoon by air 
to Paris, thence by surface to Lisbon. The Wednesday service leaves Lon-
don on Monday and goes by Air Prance via Marseilles and North Africa. The 
Service is most irregular. The average time from London to New York is 10 
days and Mails have taken 29 days. Part of our Mail has several times not 
been taken aboard, but left to accumulate at Lisbon. 
6. The North Atlantic Service of last Summer, though only operating      
for two months, carried on the average 750 lbs. mails, representing about 
20,000 postal packets,and was being increasingly utilised. 
7. The United States Air Mail is considered to be of greater      
importance in War than in Peace time since it should provide a forty—
eight hour service as compared with 7 – 9 days by sea and is used in the 
duplication of important documents. Moreover, War conditions make the 
surface Mails intermittent and unreliable. 
8. We think it right that our point or view should be available and on 
record at the time the Cabinet considers the Secretary of State's propos-
al. 
 We greatly regret that the British Air Service across the        
Atlantic will not continue this year. 
 We strongly hope that this service will be resumed whenever        
practicable. 

(Initialled) J.C.W.R. (John C W Reith) 
 G.C.T.  (Geoffrey Tryon) 

——————————————————————————————————— 

Richmond Terrace, S.W.1. 
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Reference: CAB 67/5/30, The National Archives. 

THIS DOCUMENT IS THE PROPERTY OF 
HIS BRITANNIC MAJESTY’S GOVERNMENT. 

SECRET. COPY NO. 56                                                                   

WP (G) (40) 193. 

22 July 1940. 

WAR CABINET 
BRITISH TRANSATLANTIC AIR SERVICE. 

MEMORANDUM BY THE POSTMASTER GENERAL. 

The re–establishment of a British Transatlantic Air Service would have considerable 
value from the point of view of British prestige, particularly in America, as already 
evidenced by the prominence given to the subject in the Press. 

 There would be considerable advantages from the carriage of mails by such a       
service. 

I. The present Transatlantic Air Mail Service is provided by Pan–American Clipper     
flying boats between New York and Lisbon and a British service provides a connecting 
link between Lisbon and the United Kingdom twice a week. At the best the time of 
transmission from London to New York is 2 days; but the connection at Lisbon is un-
certain as the Clipper frequently leaves one or two days behind schedule, and mails 
are, moreover, liable to be left behind there through lack of capacity on the Clipper 
Service. During the past two months the average time of transmission of air mails 
from London to New York has been 5 days: by the British service transmission to New 
York within 1½ days would normally be assured. The saving in time would be particu-
larly valuable for urgent official mail. It should be borne in mind that in reckoning 
times of travel to the United States we have the apparent advantage of East to West 
transit. 

2. Payment is due to be made in gold francs to the United States for United King    -
dom Mails by the Clipper Service at the rate of about £240,000 a year. Only a portion 
of the 1,800 lb. of mail at present sent each week by the Clipper Service could be 
transferred to the British service, but so far as the mails were so transferred out-
paymants to the United States would be saved and the purchase of dollar exchange 
would be avoided. 

3. The proposed British service would be of special benefit to Canada and New    -
foundland, which would be served en route,whereas correspondence for these countries 
sent by the Clipper Service has to be sent via New York and forwarded thence by air 
or surface transport. 

(Initialled) W.S.M. (William Shepherd Morrison) 

GENERAL POST OFFICE 

22 July, 1940. 

Reference: National Archives, CAB67/7/43 

The two flying boats used by Imperial Airways on their North Atlantic service in 1939, were shortly after the 
outbreak of  World War II commandeered by the Royal Air Force, thereby preventing their deployment on the 
Transatlantic service in the summer of  1940, provoking the papers found in the National Archives, transcribed 
above. The two aircraft Cabot and Caribou were deployed on RAF duties to Norway in April 1940. There they were 
destroyed by German raid on the island of  Bodø.  

A full description of  their loss is contained in the book Flying Empires Short ‘C’ class Empire flying boats, Brian 
Cassidy, Queen’s Parade Press, 1996, pages 150 and 151, and is reproduced below. 
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Late in April 1940, V 3137 CABOT and V 3138 CARIBOU were stripped of  the ASV radar and converted as 
transport aircraft for special missions to Norway. The 'boats were to transport radar equipment to Norway and 
remain for ten days to assist the RAF in the search for possible airfield sites. '37 CABOT (Captain A.G.Store, First 
Officers T.Allitt and B.C.Frost, Radio Officers A.J.Watson and J.H.B.Tiplady) departed .Hythe for Invergordon on 
3 May 1940 with Flt. Lt. Milsom, Flg. offs.Clarke & Jukes and Cpl. Loveday as passengers.. Lt. B.J.Nilsen (Royal 
Norwegian Navy) was picked up and the aircraft loaded with rations, blankets, rifles, ammunition, kerosene heaters 
and Arctic clothing. At 00.00 BST V 3137 CABOT (Captain A.G.Store, crew & passengers) took off  for Harstad 
– the main Allied naval base – on the northern tip of  the island of  Hinnoy in the Lofoten Islands. The landfall was 
made at the southern end of  the Islands, and as the flight proceeded, a visual survey was made of  possible landing 
areas. On arrival at 08.21 hrs.all personnel slept on board.. The remainder of  the day was spent in obtaining 600 
gal. (2700 litres) of  aviation spirit The next morning, '37 CABOT (Captain A.G. Store and crew) departed for 
Bodø, 135 n.m. (248 km.) to the south and arrived in the middle of  an air raid alert. From force of  habit, and im-
peccable flag etiquette, the Norwegian national flag was run up as the aircraft alighted. '37 moored up near some 
Norwegian float planes and fishing boats and started to unload. On 4 May '38 CARIBOU (Captain S.G.Long, 
First Officers G.H.Bowes and R.G.Buck, Radio Officers J.Howard and D.F.Mayrick, Flight Engineer LAC Dupe, 
and Gunner LAC Williams RAF) departed Hythe for Invergordon, arriving at 20.05 . They loaded three RAF 
gunners to augment the crew, Admiral Lumley Lyster, (Flag Officer – Narvik) & four of  his staff, and the RAF 
radar party of  Flt. Lt. Carter, Cpl. West, an LAC and Mr Johansen, a Norwegian translator. ’38 CARIBOU depart-
ed Invergordon to arrive at Harstad at 08.30 here the passengers disembarked. At 09.30, ’38 departed for Bodǿ, 
arriving at 09.10 It is possible that '38 CARIBOU was followed in by a German aircraft. 

The church bells of  Bodø rang yet another air raid alert. The crew members ashore raced for their dinghies 
and pulled for the flying–boats. The attack by a Heinkel He 115 float plane from Trondheim, came within an hour 
of  the 'boats alighting. '37 CABOT's engines were started, the mooring slipped and Captain Store started to taxi 
the 'boat out towards the harbour entrance. Captain Long attempted to get '38 CARIBOU moving, but the en-
gines were reluctant to start and it was some time before he could follow '37 CABOT. The first attack came as '37 
CABOT was passing the Nyholmen lighthouse at the entrance to the harbour. First Officer Frost acted as Fire 
Controller from his position in the astrodome. As each attack came in, '37 CABOT was turned away at 090 deg. to 
the line of  flight of  the German aircraft and was given full throttle. The gunners on board '37 CABOT were regis-
tering hits as the attacking aircraft made each pass. As the two 'boats turned for the eighth time, a last pass made by 
the German aircraft wounded four members of  the crew of  '38 CARIBOU. First Officer Bowes was hit in the 
thigh, First Officer Buck in the calf, LAC Dupe was drilled across his back and LAC Williams in the arm. Captain 
Store had been wounded in the left foot, the starboard outer engine of  '37 CABOT was out of  action, the hull 
was holed, the mooring hatch shattered and the roots of  the main planes, smoking. The fuel tanks in hull were 
punctured and fuel was pouring into the bilges. It was decided to beach both aircraft on the mud at the north end 
of  the harbour to prevent them sinking. The IFF equipment was removed from the ‘boats and sunk . As the tide 
went out, work started to salvage all loose equipment items and armament from the 'boats. The Vickers guns were 
handed over to the commander of  the Norwegian troops in BodÅ. The removal of  equipment from '37 CABOT 
was completed when another alert was sounded, and an attack developed with bombs and machine gun fire. A 
Dornier Do 17 bomber dropped two bombs, one 300 metres from '37 CABOT and the other, 15 metres from the 
port side of  '38 CARIBOU, set fuel alightand the aircraft became a total loss. '78 CARIBOU was the second S.30 
and the tenth Empire 'boat to be written off. 

'37 CABOT was moved away from Bodø by M.V. Sissy and another motor boat. Between them they towed 
'37 CABOT, in the twilight of  the northern night and floating on the night tide, out of  the harbour and north-
wards up the coast, supervised by Captain Long and First Officers Allitt and Frost. A safer position was found, 
about 6.5 km. north of  Bodø, between the high cliffs at Geitvagen and the rocky island of  Mauren. '37 CABOT 
was anchored by the head with considerable difficulty because of  the steeply shelving sea bed with its own, and 
some borrowed, anchors. The tail line was secured to the cliff. The roundels on the main planes were covered with 
blankets and the aircraft camouflaged with bushes. The RAF crew and the Norwegian seamen returned to Bodø, 
hoping that the aircraft would be invisible to searching German aircraft, except from directly overhead. Ground 
mountings were to be made for the aircraft's Vickers K guns so that they could be deployed on the surrounding 
cliff  tops to protect '37 CABOT whilst the electrical system was being repaired. Before any of  this work could be 
started, '37 was discovered the next day and destroyed by incendiary bullets from a Junkers Ju 88 bomber before 
anyone could reach the 'boat. '37 CABOT was the third S.30 and eleventh Empire 'boat to be written off. 

Uninjured crew members were evacuated by destroyer to Harstad and from thence to the United Kingdom in 
two other destroyers. Injured crew members remained in hospital in Bodø for a further three weeks before being 
returned to the UK, listening to the progress of  the German invasion of  Northern Europe on a radio salvaged 
from '37 CABOT. 

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆ 
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Spoor J, ICS Aviation Tour of Great Britain, 1912 

The ICS Aviation Tour of Great Britain, 1912 

Notes on a ‘A Man from Nottingham’ 

Josh Spoor 

To the best of  my knowledge, nothing has ever been written concerning the exploits in 1912 of  a man 
born in Nottingham called Robert Slack. This applies not only to the British Air Mail Society or any 
other philatelic journal, but also to include such respected aviation magazines of  the day as Aeroplane, 
Flight etc. I have therefore turned to the local newspaper at the time of  the tour to try and tell the story 
of  this remarkable man and his extraordinary achievements. This could help, in part, explain why 
aviation cards don't carry the sort of  premiums that are seen on other pre–First World War aerial post.  

I will try to map out some history of  this tour, in particular dates and places he visited. 
The International Correspondence School (ICS) is exactly what is says and, to my knowledge, is still 

active today. Robert Slack was one of  their pupils.  In 1912, he was 28 years old and was studying 
engineering at ICS. 

The Staffordshire Sentinel reports that “Mr Robert Slack started his 1,100 mile aerial tour around Great 
B r i t a i n o n S u n d a y  
evening at 6.55pm (June 
16th), from Hendon, 
flying at an altitude of  
2,000 feet for much of  
the distance. He passed 
over Luton at 7.20 and 
made an easy landing on 
the polo ground at 
Bedford a few minutes 
later. He left there at 
8pm on the Tuesday 
night flying only as far 
as Foxton, from there 
h e c a m e d o w n a t 
T h u r m a s t e n R o a d 
ground on the outskirts 
of  Leicester where a 
h u g e c r o w d h a d 
gathered to meet him. 
However, he ran into a 
hedge and knocked off  
about 6 inches of  his 

propeller. He had been complaining of  the weather with high winds and flying conditions that were not 
good. Due to bad weather he did not leave until the Thursday, departing at 7.24pm and arriving in 
Leicester at 7.36. From Leicester, he travelled to his home town of  Nottingham, and alighted opposite 
Clifton Grove at Woolley's Meadow Trentside, Lenton on Sunday 23rd June. Bad weather again delayed 
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his departure from Nottingham, but  when he did leave on the afternoon of  Friday 28th June, engine 
problems forced him 
to land in the vicinity 
of  Coalville, in a field 
at Ravensdean. Slack 
d e p a r t e d f r o m 
R a v e n s d e a n a t 
12 . 15pm bu t wa s 
beaten by the weather 
a t Ar ley Col l i e r y. 
Before he reached 
B i r m i n g h a m h e 
e n c o u n t e r e d y e t 
another violent storm 
but despite this he 
arrived safely, albeit 
e x h a u s t e d , a t 
Birmingham Playing 
Fields at 4.00pm.  

I have no details at 
present as to h is 
e x p l o i t s b e t w e e n 
B i r m i n g h a m a n d 
Manchester. He arrived 
in Manchester on the Saturday evening (6th July).  It is known he landed in a field at Stenner's Farm, 
Didsbury after flying from Stafford. Slack flew from Manchester to Southport on the evening of  
Monday 8th July buffeted constantly by high winds.  He did intend to fly from Southport to the Isle of  
Man, however I have no evidence to date of  this taking place.  

He departed Southport for Lancaster on Sunday 14th July. He circled round the town and castle 
before descending 
g r a c e f u l l y i n t h e 
presence of  a large 
c r o w d . O n t h e 
Monday evening, he 
was seen flying over 
Morecambe Bay and 
Barrow–in–Furness. 
Due to mist, he came 
down at Egremont 1 
hour and 40 minutes 
after starting out. On 
Tuesday 16th, he left 
Egremont and arrived 
in Carlisle, this flight 
tak ing 1 hour 40 
minutes.  
His local paper, the 
Nottingham Evening Post, 
for its Monday 22nd 
July edition, stated that 
Slack had reached 

Gorebridge, ten miles 
from Edinburgh. He had come down for petrol. The Dundee Evening Telegraph for Monday 22nd July, states 
that Slack had delayed his resumption from Monteith, Gorebridge where had come down the night 
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Posted at Harrogate, Yorkshire on 5 Aug 1912 and addressed to London, Cum-

Posted at Bedford, on 22nd July 1912 and posted to a local address.
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before, until after midday. A great assembly had witnessed his flight to Corstorphine. He gracefully 
directed his monoplane by Eskbank and then to the west, alighting on the ground near the motor garage 
of  a Mr C.J Borthwick 
amid the plaudits of  
s p e c t a t o r s . T h e 
Sunderland Daily Echo 
and Shipping Gazette for 
Saturday 27th July states 
that Slack had left  
Corstorphine., 4 miles 
south of  Edinburgh at 
4.45pm and landed at 
G o s f o r t h ( n e a r 
Newcastle–upon–Tyne) 
flying over Dunbar, 
Berwick–upon–Tweed, 
Alnwick and Morpeth  
at 6.41 that evening, 
completing the distance 
of  about 150 miles in 
just under two hours 
(40 minutes quicker 
than the fastest train). 

According to the 
The Nottingham Evening 
Post for Friday 2nd August, Slack left Gosforth shortly after 4pm and landed at Harrogate at 5.30, a 
distance of  50 miles. There was heavy rain and a strong gusty sidewind. The same paper, in its edition 
for Monday 5th August, reports that Slack departed Harrogate but ran into a succession of  fog–banks 
and several times was in peril. In the neighbourhood of  Leeds, after an exciting adventure amongst 
factory chimneys, trees and hillsides, he wisely decided to alight at Redmires Racecourse where his 
mechanics thoroughly overhauled his Bleriot while Slack returned to London with a proposal of  a tour 
of  the South West of  England. Slack continued the tour and on Tuesday (13th August) he departed for 
Rugby but just after passing Lutterworth, he encountered a horrific storm and thus had to make a detour 
to avoid it, passing over Rugby and came down at Coventry. He nearly landed at Lockhurst Lane but 
realised his mistake and rose again, flying onto Nuneaton where he descended. After a short rest, he 
took off  again on route to Rugby, where large crowds awaited him. The Coventry Herald for Friday 16th 
August, states that a presentation was made to Slack by a Mr Lewis Loverock. At present not much is 
known about his return route from Rugby to Hendon. This was not the end of  Robert Slack's 
International Correspondence tour of  1912. Indeed it is known he visited the South Coast. 

If  any reader wishes to contribute to this story then I would love to hear from you (Please submit 
any material via the Editor).  

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆ 

van Beveren, La Cordillere des Andes Vol de reconnaissance 

La Cordillere des Andes Vol de reconnaissance 

Julian van Beveren 

As a follow–up to recent articles in Air Mail News on the above topic I felt members may be interested in seeing a 
postcard from the trial flight period over the mighty Andes in June 1929, prior to establishing the regular airmail 
service later on in the year through to Santiago. 

Gerard Collot and Alain Cornu's “Ligne Mermoz” refer to the Vol de Reconnaissance (Trans: Reconnaissance flight) 
from Buenos Aires to Santiago on the 14th June 1929, together with an example of  a Mermoz signed cover for 
the dealer and collector, Senor A.H. Davies. 
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Posted at Harrogate on 21st September 1912 and addressed to Selby, Yorkshire.
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Illustrated below is a Paraguayan postcard showing a photograph of  the Main Street in Encarnion in 
Paraguay, some 450kms north of  Buenos Aires (Calle Principal  Encarnacion) with the date of  13.JUN.29 3–4 
AEREO POSTAL PARAGUAY on  the surprinted Correo Aereo Habilitado en $17:– on a brown 5 Pesos 
stamp and the same date cancel on a green 1 Pesos stamp on the other side. Both sides have the framed. 

   
CORREO AEREO  DEP. DEL PARAGUAY hand stamp in violet ink and the post card is addressed to a 

certain Julio Salzmann R., Casilla 3510, VALPARAISO, Chile. There are two cancellations there on the postcard, 
both for the 18 JUN 29 – 8 at Valparaiso and the all important VIA AEREA 14.JUN 29 –17 BUENOS AIRES. 

The thought passed through my mind, that 17.00 hrs. is a little late in the day for the first MERMOZ trial 
flight over and through the mountainous passes, though it may well have been a questions of  having to wait for 
the meteorological weather reports affording the opportunity to go on such an epic and hazardous flight  Howev-
er there is no other trial flight mentioned at this time, though we do know from Collot and Cornu the cancellation 
arrival in Santiago was the following day being, 15.6.29. 12 h.  

Incidentally, as I'm sure some of  you know, the famous utterance from Guillaumet, "I swear to you , no animal 
would have done what I have done", after walking unaided out of  the Andes for five days after his crash, comes from 
Antoine de Saint–Exupery's book, Terre des Hommes, (Wind, Sand and Stars, in English translation), the book he 
dedicated to his fellow pioneering pilot, "Henri Guillaumet, mon camarade, je te dédie ce livre” (Trans: Henri Guillaumet, 
comrade, I dedicate this book to you”) the full sentence in wonderful French prose being, "C'est alors que tu exprimas, 
et ce fut ta première phrase intelligible, un admirable orgueil d'homme: " Ce que j'ai fait, je te le jure, jamais aucune bête 
ne l'aurait fait.”, (Trans: This is when you express, and it was the first intelligible sentence, an admirable man pride: "What I did, I 
swear, no animal would have done.). 

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆ 

La Cordillere des Andes Vol de reconnaissance. (Trial flights) 
( See Quarterly Cover (Air Mail News, Aug 2014,vol 57, no. 226) 

Received from Dan Gribbin in response to Julian van Beveren’s article above.  
John, 

 The post card is remarkable in being so well  endowed with postmarks.  M. van Bevern's question about 
the 5 pm cancel in Buenos Aires is certainly relevant.  Collot & Cornu must have had some specific information 
to back up their date for the Buenos Aires to Santiago flight as 14 June, even though the Mermoz signed card ad-
dressed to Señor Davis was canceled on the evening of  the 12th.  They reproduce the receiving backstamp, which 
was applied in Santiago at what seems to be noon ("12.0") on the 15th.  That leaves open the possibility that the 
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Mendoza to Santiago leg was flown on that morning.  That would not rule out, then, the following scenario:  the 
aircraft leaves Buenos Aires in the late afternoon, after three days of  delay due to fog, as documented by Collot & 
Cornu.  It proceeds as far as Mendoza, where the pilots bed down for the night.  The flight is then resumed on 
the morning of  the 15th.  Collot & Cornu indicate 41 covers having been flown, and it is not out of  the realm of  
possibility that this card might have been one of  them.  What we need is some verification of  the date of  the 
Mendoza to Santiago leg of  the trip. 
Dan. 23rd January 2015                                                                                                                                           

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆ 

Sanford K, Rare Aquila Airways Crash Cover Discovered 

Rare Aquila Airways Crash Cover Discovered 

Ken Sanford 

Originally published in La Catastrope, Sep. 2008 – Journal of  the Wreck ^ Crash Mail Society” 

  

Aquila Airways was founded on May 18, 1948 by former Coastal Command officer Barry Aikman, and was 
based at Hamble Water, UK.  Mr. Aikman was General Manager of  Lancashire Aircraft Corp., and in 1947, he 
decided to leave and establish his own airline, and thus Aquila came into being.  By the summer of  1948, Aquila 
was the proud owner of  a fleet of  former BOAC Short Sunderlands – G–AGEU, G–AGIA & G–AHEO.  On 
August 4, 1948, commercial operations commenced with the arrival at Finkenwerder, Germany (on the River 
Elbe) of  two of  the three Sunderlands.  With their bulky fuselages, these aircraft were ideal for carrying supplies 
into Berlin during the Russian blockade of  the city.  Food and other essentials were flown several times daily from 
Finkenwerder to Havel Lake on the outskirts of  Berlin. 

With the consequent threat of  winter ice forming on Havel Lake, Aquila was withdrawn from the airlift on 
December 15, 1948.  As BOAC withdrew more of  its Hythe fleet, so Aquila acquired these aircraft, and by the 
Spring of  1949, more than a dozen Sunderlands were owned by the airline.  Aquila converted them from 
freighters to passenger carrying aircraft, and on March 24, 1949, G–AGEU operated the company’s first proving 
flight on its newly acquired route from Southampton to the island of  Madeira, with a stop at Lisbon, Portugal on 
return flight.  On May 14th, the first regular scheduled passenger service began. 

On July 7, 1951, twice–weekly services from Southampton to St. Aubin’s Bay, Jersey were introduced by 
Aquila.  With three years of  successful operations behind it, and with business steadily expanding, Aquila decided 
to purchase a Short Solent late in 1951.  This type was somewhat larger than the Sunderland, and it offered a con-
siderably higher cruising speed and more passenger comfort than its predecessor.  G–AKNU entered service with 
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Aquila in mid December 1951.  The Solent was used mainly on the route to Madeira, and early in 1952 it was ex-
tended to Las Palmas, Canary Islands.   

Aquila Airways entered 1953 with a fleet comprising three Sunderlands and one Solent, but within six   
months, unfortunate accidents had reduced the fleet to only one Sunderland and the Solent.  One aircraft, G–
AGJN, was damaged during a storm in Funchal Bay on January 21, 1953.  A second Sunderland, G–AGKY, sank 
near Calshot a week later, while a third aircraft, G–ANAK, was written off  in a storm at Hamble before Aquila 
had had a chance to civilianize it.  Thus, Aquila’s fleet now consisted of  Sunderland G–AGER and Solent G–
AKNU.  Between them, these two aircraft maintained the schedule to Madeira throughout 1953.  Aquila was taken 
over in March 1953 by the British Aviation Services Group, but continued to operate under the Aquila name.  
Aquila acquired a second Solent, G–ANAJ, in April 1954, and two more, G–ANYI & G–AOBL in 1955. 

In 1955, a route was opened from Southampton to Santa Margherita on the Italian Riviera.  The Solent G–
ANAJ broke free from its moorings at Santa Margherita on the night of  September 25, 1956, and was too badly 
damaged to be salvaged.  Of  the four Solents serviceable at the beginning of  1957, only two remained so at the 
year’s end.  On May 21, 1957, G–ANYI struck a submerged reef  in Pollensa Bay, Majorca while taxiing out for 
take–off.  The 57 passengers and crew were all taken off  without injury, but the aircraft came out of  the ordeal 
rather badly.  After receiving temporary repairs at Majorca, “YI” was ferried back to Hamble for more permanent 
repairs.  A rather more disastrous accident was responsible for the loss of  another Solent later in 1957.  Shortly 
before 11 o’çlock on the night of  November 15, 1957, “Sydney” – G–AKNU, commanded by Captain F. Eltis, 
had taken off  from Southampton with 50 passengers and eight crew members on board.  The aircraft radioed to 
the control launch in Southampton that it was returning because of  an engine fire.  However, twenty nine minutes 
after take–off, the aircraft hit high ground on the Isle of  Wight, killing thirty five of  the passengers and the entire 
crew. 

On September 30, 1958, after more than ten years of  successful flying, the final Aquila Airways flying boat 
was moored to its buoy for the last time, and Aquila Airways was liquidated. 

The crash of  G–AKNU is listed by Henri Nierinck in Recovered Mail, as it was carrying mail.  Nierinck states 
that a part of  the mail was recovered, and the following cachet was applied. 

!

!
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I recently bought a cover from the Aquila crash, which is shown below. It does not have the crash cachet, but 
it is clearly from the crash.  It is postmarked Purley, Surrey 14 NOV 57 and is addressed to Funchal, Madeira.  It is 
the first cover I have ever seen from this crash, and I consider it a rarity.  It has been sold to a UK collector. 

  

References: Aeroplane Monthly, July 1978, article “Aquila Airways”, by Tony Merton Jones, pages 340–347 
                     Nierinck H (1995), Recovered Mail, by Henri Nierinck, Vol. 2, 1937 – 1988. 

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆ 

Tyx M, First Flight from Guantanamo Bay 

First Flight from Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, 19th May 1934 

Introduction 
The following is the substance of  a reply in response to the Question 506 published in November’s issue 
of  Air Mail News. It was furnished by our American member Mark Tyx, who in addition to the following 
included three articles that are well worthy of  inclusion in Air Mail News as they open up a whole new 
topic featuring an area of  the world that has received very little attention in the journal. 
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The Cuban Post Office provided special airmail service when the US Fleet assembled for fleet exercises in the Car-
ibbean. The best documented airmail service is Jan. 16 – April 15, 1939 at McCalla Field. The second best docu-
mented airmail service is Sept. 22–Oct. 15, 1934. Letters have Caimanera postmarks. 

Your May 19th 1934 flight cover is from an earlier special airmail service when the ships from the combined US 
Atlantic and Pacific fleets participated in fleet exercises in the Caribbean. This mail has a Guantanamo City, Cuba 
postmark. My collection has a flight cover identical to yours with autographs of  US Navy officers. My main reference 
to the May 1934 special fleet service is the West Coast Air Mail Society Bulletin Nov.–Dec. 1934. 

Attached are three articles published in Via Air Mail, the newsletter of  the AAMS Northern California Chapter 
which ended with the passing of  Richie Watson, the editor. 

US Naval Fleet exercises were a regular feature of  naval activity during the inter–war years, exercises which in-
volved the combined Atlantic and Pacific fleets. Members who would like a fuller understanding of  these fleet 
exercises should refer to Nofi AA (nd),To Train the Fleet for War: the US Navy Fleet Problems (1923–1940), Naval War 
College Press, Newport, RI, USA. 
I am most grateful to Mark for his permission to reprint these three interesting articles that follow. Editor. 

  

  

US Fleet Guantanamo Bay, 1927 

VIA AIR MAIL 

Bulletin of the 
California Air mail Society, AAMS Chapter 

vol. 1 no. 4  December 1986                                                                                                                                     

Temporary Cuban Airmail Service at GuantÁnamo Naval Base 

January 169 1939 – April 15, 1939 

Mark R. Tyx 
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With the impending arrival of  a large number of  U. S. ships in 
the Caribbean area for naval maneuvers in early 1939, the 
Cuban Post Office Department recognized that the established 
routing of  airmail from Guantánamo Naval Base would be 
totally insufficient to handle the great volume of  airmail corre-
spondence dispatched by the personnel of  the combined U. S. 
fleet participating in the planned exercises. The ordinary rout-
ing for airmail originating from Guantánamo Naval Base en-
tailed transporting the mail by Navy launch to the Cuban town 
of  Boquerón where in turn the airmail traveled 20 miles inland 
via Guantánamo where it was finally loaded on a Compahia 
Cubana de Aviación Lockheed Electra bound for Habana from 
where the mail eventually reached its final destination via Pan 
American Airways. In order to expedite the anticipated deluge 
of  airmail, the Cuban Post Office Department authorized the 
establishment of  a temporary Cuban Post Office at McCalla 
Airfield on the U. S. Naval Base where Inspector Manuel So-
carino and his two clerks would process the airmail and 
Cubana's Electra which provided service to the city of  Guantá-
namo was granted permission to land at the U. S. Base to pick up the outbound airmail on a daily basis. As part of  this 
unusual airmail service, the Cuban Post Office designed and produced a large circular rubber handstamp intended for 
use while the fleet was on naval exercises from January until April 1939. The minimum airmail rate was 10 centavos per 
ounce paid in Cuban postage. A variety of  ink colors was employed to cancel these covers which include black, purple, 
gray–blue, red and lilac. A total of  9 lbs. 3 oz. of  airmail was transported on the initial flight from McCalla Field on Jan-
uary 16, 1939. As expected, the majority of  the correspondence processed at McCalla Airfield was destined for delivery 
within the U.S. Shown below is a chart listing the value of  Cuban airmail stamps sold and the weight of  correspondence 
flown. Ironically the influx of  airmail from the U. S. was so overwhelming that Sr. Montalvo, the Director of  Posts, is-
sued a circular on March 24, 1939, which authorized the postmasters of  U. S. ships to use their respective ship cancels 
on airmail letters with the proper Cuban franking until fleet maneuvers were completed. 
The extant covers which are seen from time to time serve as a reminder of  the highly unusual airmail service provided 
by the Cuban Post Office at McCalla Field for the U. S. Navy. 

 1939 Stamps Sold Weight of  airmail                                                                                           
 January 16th to3lst $6,467.00 648lbs. 5ozs                                                                                 
 February 1 st to 15th 4,920.00 1166lbs. 8ozs                                                                             
 February 16th to 28th 529.00 144lbs.15ozs                                                                                 
 March 1st to 15th 4,024.00 469lbs. 8½ozs                                                                                     
 March 16th to 31st 5,592.00 1305lbs.10½ozs                                                                                 
 April 1st to 15th 2,130.00 752lbs.12,ozs                                                                                       
 Total amount handled $23,662.00 4488lbs. 11ozs                                                                        
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board the U. S. S. Colorado on 3/31/39 in 
accordance with circular of  Cuban Director 
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Example of  special airmail cancel. Note Cover with only U.S. franking                
error in spelling McCalle instead of  McCalla 

 

References:  
E. M. Ash, "Guantánamo Bay: A Cuban Post Office in U. S. Territory", The AmericanPhilatelist, Vol. 53, No. 1, 

October 1939, pp. 25–26. 
Robert S. Gordon, "Cuban Stamps Used Abroad in Cuba", The American Philatelist, Vol. 82, No. 11, November 

1968, pp. 962–963. 

❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉ 
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Ship to shore cover flown by J. M. 
Reilly from the aircraft carrier U. S. S. 
Ranger off  the Gonalves, Haiti post-
marked 212/39 on the reverse with 
Cuban franking at McCalla Field 
2/3/39 and a Habana backstamp ap-
plied the same day. Lt. J. G. Johnson 

Cover flown on last day of  service 
4/15/39 
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VIA AIR MAIL 

Bulletin of the 
California Air mail Society, AAMS Chapter 

vol. 1 no. 6  June 1987                                                                                                                                                

Temporary.Cuban Airstation and Post Office "Hicacal" at Guantánamo 
Naval Base 

September 22, 1934 October 15, 1934 

Mark R. Tyx 

The appearance of  an article about temporary Cuban airmail service at Guantánamo Naval Base with its distinc-
tive McCalla Field cancellation utilized from January 16, 1939 through April 15, 1939 in the December 1986 issue 
of  Via Air Mail prompted a response from Mr. Ted Munson recalling covers from an earlier temporary Cuban 
airmail service initiated on September 22, 1934 as a means of  expediting mail while squadrons from U.S. Pacific 
and Atlantic fleets participated in combined fleet exercises with Guantánamo Naval Base as the home port. 
The Cuba Flights section (AAMC, 5th ed) lists these covers as Cuba #25 and describes them in this manner: 
25  1934, September 22 –– Special Service from U. S. Naval Station, Guantánamo Bay. :        

 To expedite mail from the U. S. Navel Station in September 1934 the Cuban Post Office was autho           -
rized to maintain an office within the reservation for dispatch of  air mail to places of  Cuban Do-
mestic Routes Nos. 1 and 2 which made daily stops at this point. Cuban stamps were used for all 
air–mail emanating from this point although regular mail required United States postage stamps. 
The first dispatch was made on September 22, and the 1934 service terminated October 15. Covers 
were postmarked Caimanera, the Cuban office of  which this temporary station was a branch, and 
the mail carried on the inaugural date was cancelled "22 Set 1934 8 A.M." In subsequent years, sim-
ilar service was authorized from time to time, usually during Fleet maneuvers. In later years the of-
fice was designated as McCalla Hill.  
U. S. Naval Station (Caimanera) – Any point on Internal Routes 1 and 2 $12.00                        

AAMC, 5th ed., Volume V, P. 2335 
As it happens Mr. Munson corresponded with fellow AAMS member Chester Ernest Lee stationed aboard a ship 
participating in these fleet exercises who not only provided a first flight cover but also an eyewitness account of  
the inauguration of  the special fleet airmail service on September 22, 1934. Here is Ted Munson's narration of  
Ernest Lee’s background information on this special event: 

This is one of  47 pieces of  mail posted and flown on the opening day, September 22, 1934 of  spe-
cial pickup airmail service USN mail from Caimanera Bay Cuba 37 miles from Guantanamo City A 
special PO was set up by the Cuban government on the USN base at Guantanamo Bay for special 
pickup service in operation during the Fleet's stay. The airplane came down to NAS every morning 
from Guantanamo City where the mail was pouched into regular channels of  air mail lines already 
established by this city. There was only one US warship in the bay on this first day of  service – the 
USS Melville. A friend of  mine [Ernest Lee] was at that time stationed here and he carried the mail 
for this special flight from the PO to the airplane. This cover has two Cuban airmail stamps #C–1 
cancelled Caimanera September 22, 1934 – no backstamp – addressed to my Navy friends’s home 
in California. No cachet but typed in "Via Special Fleet Airmail From Guantanamo Bay, Cuba”. 

And in a highly unusual event seldom seen in Cuba aerophilately, there is even a second contemporary source of  
information on this special fleet, airmail in "Diario de la Marina", the leading daily Spanish language newspaper in 
Habana which provided a few new details included in the brief, article whose translation follows: 

The United States Post Office Department in conjunction with the Department of  the Navy and 
through the action of  Mr. Grant Mason Jr., President of  Pan American Airways, Inc.* have re-
quested temporary authorization to establish a Cuban air station at Guantanamo Naval Base with 
previous authorization from the commander of  the naval base named “HicaCal," Airport in antici-
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pation of  the arrival of  various naval battle squadrons which will stay until the 15th of  next month. 
Regarding this request the Secretary of  Communications has issued the proper decrees so that 
from today a temporary Cuban airmail post office named "Hicacal" be established which will func-
tion as a branch of  the (Cuban) Post Office and remain open while the battle fleet of  the U. S. 
Navy remains at Guantanamo Naval Base. 

Diario de la Marina, September 22, 1934, Section 1–A, page 2. 

* A correction is in order, Grant Mason, Jr. was the operations manager of  PAA in Cuba at that 
time. 

This newspaper account is especially useful because it confirms the fact that the special fleet airmail service was 
OFFICIALLY authorized by both the U. S. and Cuban Post Office Departments with the tacit approval of  the U. 
S. Navy and Pan American Airways. 

Reports of  other covers flown on September 22, 1934 or on later flights are solicited from the readership. 

❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉ 

VIA AIR MAIL 

Bulletin of the 
California Air mail Society, AAMS Chapter 

vol.1i no. 7  October 1987                                                                                                                                        

Even More on the Temporary Cuban Airmail Service at Guantánamo Naval 
Base in 1934 

Mark R. Tyx 
Box 20115.Stanford, CA 94309–0115 

There seemed very little to add to this story on the temporary Cuban Post Office "Hicacal" in operation at Guan-
tánamo Naval Base from September 22, 1934 until October 15, 1934 as described in the June 1987 issue of  Via 
Airmail until a conversation with Perry Nahl who mentioned that Chester Ernest Lee, the principal preparer of  
the Cuba #25 flight covers, had been an active member of  the West Coast Air Mail Society in the 1930s. A search 
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Cover flown on first dispatch of  Special Fleet 
Airmail from “Hicacail" to Bart Gatchell, 
distinguished member of  the AAMS. Note 
that the time of  cancellation reads 6 AM and 
not 8 AM as per description of  Cuba #25.
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through the collection of  the West Coast Air Mail Society bulletins at the Western Philatelic Library in nearby 
Sunnyvale did indeed prove fruitful because the November–December 1934 issue contains a detailed account of  
this special airmail service written by Fred Wilde utilizing information provided by Chester Lee with the title 
"Fleet Maneuvers Pan American Airways Service". For the benefit of  the readership, this article is reproduced as it 
was originally published. 

Fleet Manoeuvres Pan American Airways Service. 

"The special cover of  Sept. 22, 1934 from Guantánamo Bay. It is the first flight to be post-
marked, with the hand stamp of  Caimamera on the renewal of  service from Guantánamo Bay, 
Cuba. Mail carried by the Pan American Airways, Inc., and the service is daily to Havana. The 
service started Friday the 21st, at 5:30 am, rather unexpectedly, as all notices had informed the 
public it would start on the 23rd. When the plane arrived there were no Cuban Postal Officials 
on hand to cancel the mail on hand—4½ pounds, so it was taken uncancelled and later can-
celled at Havana. During the day, the 21st, the Cuban Officials arrived and prepared the next 
days mail––131/2 pounds. So to all intents and purposes, that of  the 22nd is the first to have 
official sanction and correct postmark. This mail was flown by PAA under the all embracing 
contract they had been given by the Cuban Government. It is the second time this special ser-
vice has been given the United States Fleet. The first time being October in May when the fleet 
was on us way to the East Coast and now on their way back. With most of  the fleet in now, the 
daily poundage of  airmail carried runs well over 50 pounds and at 10¢ the half  ounce it rather 
pays" (this letter from the fleet while off  Cuba). 

Wilde further advises that he has received three such items, one of  the 16th of  October one of  
the 21st, which latter must have been the last day of  this service and the fleet left on the 20th 
and the cancellation is timed at 6 am on the 21st. He also has a cover from Port au Prince, Sept 
29 which received similar service. By boat from USS Saratoga, anchorage to Gonaives, by truck 
from Gonaives to Port au Prince, Haiti, by PAA plane to Havana, to Miami. On the 29th the 
Saratoga (and maybe the whole fleet, for all I know) left for Guantanamo. 

WCAMS Bulletin, Nov.. – Dec. 1934, p. 79. 

This report brings to light that there were some problems establishing exactly on which day the temporary Fleet 
airmail service would start, September 21st or September 23rd. As it finally turned out the mail dispatched on 
September 22nd was the first officially sanctioned special airmail from "Hicacal". Also what has happened to the 
other covers described by Mr. Wilde? 
Even more intriguing is the reference to an EARLIER special Fleet airmail in May 1934. A search of  contempo-
rary philatelic literature as well as Habana's principal newspaper, "Diana de la Maina" did not offer information to 
confirm this earlier airmail service. 

Nevertheless, this writer's collection contains a rather intriguing cover which may serve as evidence of  an earlier 
special airmail service through the Cuban Post Office at Guantanamo City in May 1934. A cursory analysis and 
commentary on this particular cover provided the following information: 
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The autographs of  H. E. Lackey, Real Admi-
ral, H. E. Shoemaker, Capt., and Alford J. 
Soften, Lieutenant demonstrate involvement 
of  the U. S. Navy on the highest order. It 
remains unclear whether a Cuban de Aviaciän 
airplane made a special stop at the U. S. Naval 
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The C–1 and C–12 franking represents the proper 10 centavos per half  ounce airmail rate to 
the U.S. 

The blue rectangular Guantanamo City cancels on the stamps the reverse of  the cover indi-
cate that the covers entered the Cuban airmail stream where the daily Cuban de Aviaciön air-
plane transported U.S. bound airmail to Habana where connections were made with the 
northbound Pan American Airways aircraft. 

The black printed inscription "FIRST FLIGHT From Guantanamo Bay, Cuba 19 May 6:35 
A.M. 1934" and stylized airplane with red inscription "PAR AVION TO U.S.S(sic) VIA HA-
VANA, CUBA" create an extremely attractive cover. The cachet provides information about 
date and time of  flight in addition to intended routing. The spelling of  Havana with the letter 
"v" indicates that the individual who prepared the Cachet was likely an American since Span-
ish spells the name of  the Cuban capital city as Habana. 

Any assistance in identifying the cachet maker and name of  the renter of  the mysterious Box # L in Baltimore, 
Maryland as well as verifying participation of  Pan American Airways is solicited from the readership. 

❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉ 

“LATI substitute”, an update 

John Wilson 

In November 2008 I wrote my first article for “Air Mail News” on the subject of  the “LATI substitute” air route 
flown by Pan American Airways between January 1942 and the end of  World War 2. Since 2008 I have done a lot 
more detective work on the topic, and thanks to the discovery of  the Pan American records at the Richter Library 
of  the University of  Miami some of  my original thinking has been clarified. It is probably time to update that first 
article and put some “flesh on the bones”. 

When the Italian “LATI” service was forcibly closed down in December 1941, one of  the conditions imposed 
by the agreement between Brazil and the Allies was that they (the Allies) would provide a two-way airmail service 
between South America and Europe that would offer the same facility as the “LATI” line. The only aircraft avail-
able were the Boeing 314 “Clipper” flying boats of  Pan American Airways, which were already flying the route 
from Lisbon to New York via Natal and Belem in Brazil, and so it was to Pan American that the task was alloc-
ated. 

The Allies, and the British in particular, were pleased with this opportunity to intercept and examine Axis mail 
that had previously been carried over established Censor stations in Trinidad, Jamaica and Bermuda, but the 
Brazilians were reluctant to allow British censorship and insisted that no such interception should take place. As a 
result of  this condition, the first mail interception was set up on a clandestine basis at Bathurst in The Gambia, 
and Pan American flights were intended to call there as “emergency stops” in an attempt to disguise the intercep-
tion. Basically, due to lack of  coherent instructions and general bloody-mindedness on the part of  the Americans 
when it came to mail censorship, the early flights were a “cobbled-together” mess, and this is a story in itself. For 
the detail, and so as not to re-tell it here, it is best to consult a CCSG monograph [1] on the subject. 

It became clear that the temporary mail interception in Bathurst was not going to be a satisfactory solution, 
and by the middle of  1942 the Allies had established a joint American/British censorship operation at San Juan in 
Puerto Rico under the terms of  the “San Juan Agreement” [2]. Reading the “Agreement” and lots of  supporting 
evidence shows that the Allies were primarily interested in mail to and from Argentina since that was a recognised 
Nazi sphere of  influence. Mail to and from countries on the Western side of  South America was not seen as dan-
gerous or “interesting” as that from the Eastern countries, and it is the Argentine covers that appear to be most 
plentiful. How do we recognise the “LATI substitute” mail? 

Ignoring for the moment the “cobbled-together” period in early 1942, the main mail route structure came 
into being in May of  that year when PanAmerican Airways switched from “Winter” to “Summer” routing. The 
shortest and most economical route from America to Europe had been the “straight across” path New York-
Horta-Lisbon and return, augmented by the Northern route New York-Botwood-Shediac-Foynes, with shuttles 
between Foynes and Lisbon. In 1941, Pan American established a new winter route from Lisbon to New York via 
Bolama in Portuguese Guinea and Brazil-West Indies, reverting to the summer route in May of  each year. How-
ever, the provision of  the “LATI substitute” service meant that the winter route via Brazil could not be shut 
down, and had to continue flying in order to keep the substitute service running. In the original scheme for the 
winter route, the flying boats travelled a “clockwise only” path around the South Atlantic, following the old 
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“Trade Winds” scheme. For the “LATI substitute” service this was changed to an interleaved service flying both 
clockwise and counter-clockwise around the Atlantic. Now you begin to detect the difficulties in analysing how an 
airmail cover might have travelled? 

The map shown above, drawn by my wonderful friend Peter Wingent will be a help in grasping the route 
structure of  PanAm routes 7 (counter clockwise) and 8 (clockwise). 

Keeping it simple (?) let’s take a look at covers to and from Argentina. Mail from Europe addressed to Argen-
tina would be assembled at Lisbon and (usually) placed aboard a Route 8 flight going South via Bolama. However, 
the mail was not transferred at Natal as had been the case in peacetime (and in the early months of  1942) but 
would be over-carried all the way to San Juan for inspection. After examination and processing, the mail would be 
re-assembled in the original bags and sent South again by Pan American routine Miami-South American (FAM-6) 
flights back to Natal and onward to Brazil and Argentina. This inevitably led to often substantial delays in mail 
transit, and in some cases interception resulted in seizure and confiscation of  mail. 

What does a typical cover (Figure 1) look like? 
Posted in Zurich on 3 September 1942 and carrying correct franking of  1.80 Francs made up of  30c surface 

+ 1.50 Fr. air fee (PanAm rate), the cover was sent from Lisbon via Bolama-Natal-Belem-Trinidad-San Juan for 
examination. The re-sealing label “Examined By 2867” is an American style label and the number confirms San 
Juan. The blue numbers on the back of  the cover were applied in San Juan as a means of  identifying the cover and 
re-assembling it back into its original bag. The four digit “1938” is the Argentine postman’s route number, and the 
cover arrived in Buenos Aires on 26 October, a typical journey time allowing for the mail interception and re-de-
livery from San Juan. 

This cover has historical significance for me since it illustrates my topic of  “Trading with the Enemy”. Sent 
from a patent lawyer in Zurich, probably (certainly) involved with the Nazi chemical company I.G. Farben, it is 
addressed to the official Argentine Government Patent lawyer in Buenos Aires. I.G. Farben were the major fund-
ing source for the Nazi Party and were responsible for the chemical plants at camps such as Auschwitz and Blech-
hammer where they used “disposable” slave labour to manufacture synthetic petrol and rubber for the Wehr-
macht. 
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Here is another typical “LATI substitute” cover (Figure 2), this time to Brazil. 

Despatched again from Zurich but on 10 August 1942 and carrying the same 1.80 Fr. franking as the first cov-
er, it probably travelled on the same Pan American Route 8 flight to San Juan and shows the same treatment with 
an American re-sealing label and the blue tracking numbers. It may even have been re-bagged with the first cover 
since it arrived in Rio on the same date, 26 October. 

How about in the other direction? (Figure 3) 

Rather more complicated since there were already established routes from South America to Europe via New 
York, and established censorship procedures in place at Trinidad, Jamaica and Bermuda. However, mail was being 
accepted in Argentina for the “old” LATI route and this mail was caught at San Juan as in the following example: 
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Despatched Buenos Aires 28 July 1942 and endorsed “Via Natal” to indicate the “old” LATI route, the cover 
carries the LATI rate of  1.45 Pesos made up of  20c surface + 1.25 P air fee. Diverted at Natal, the cover was sent 
to San Juan where it was opened and re-sealed by American examiner 2932 before being placed back into the sys-
tem and probably travelled by a Route 7 counter-clockwise flight to Lisbon for forwarding to Marseilles. The cov-
er arrived in Marseilles  on 27 October, representing the often lengthy transit probably caused by censorship. 

The mail interception was far from a routine affair as demonstrated by another cover (Figure 4) to France in 
the same period. 

Despatched Buenos Aires 8 July 1942 this cover despite being endorsed “Natal” was not diverted and sent to 
San Juan but was intercepted and examined at both Trinidad and Bermuda. The Trinidad “IE” re-sealing PC-90 
label can be seen under the Bermuda “IC” PC-90. This shows that the route taken to Lisbon was probably by  
Route 8 clockwise flight. Despite double examination the cover arrived in Marseilles on 13 August 1942. 

These are easy examples; it gets more complicated the more you study the subject. It also becomes more in-
teresting as witness the next cover (Figure 5). 

Despatched Buenos Aires 10 August 1942 the cover was diverted and examined at San Juan (examiner label 
under Italian censor label) and showing the typical blue tracking numbers of  San Juan, it is not clear which direc-
tion the cover took despite being endorsed for the Natal route. From Lisbon the cover would have been carried by 
Lufthansa service 427 to Rome and on to Athens by Lufthansa 423. Endorsed “Buenos Aires a Roma” where? 
The cover was opened and re-sealed by the Italian censor in Rhodes (C1 identifier). I could fill a book; perhaps I 
should, with this fascinating and little known aspect of  World War 2 airmail carriage. 

References. 
[1] Wilson J. “Imperial Censorship operations in the Gambia”. Civil  Censorship Study Group monograph. Wivel-
iscombe, Somerset, 2014. 
[2] Wilson J. “The San Juan Agreement: Its effects on Pan American airmail  routes across the South Atlantic”. Air Post 
Journal. Journal of  the American Air Mail Society. March 2009. 
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Cusworth M, Aspects Of Chilean LATI Mail 

ASPECTS OF CHILEAN LATI MAIL 

Martyn Cusworth 

The LATI service ran from Rome to South America from December 1939 to December 1941 and formed a use-
ful link for the Axis countries to keep in touch with their business interests and relatives in South America. The 
service only went as far as Brazil initially but in July 1941 it was extended to Buenos Aires. A network of  German 
inspired airlines within South America enabled mail to be safely transported to most countires in the continent. 
Thus LATI represented a serious breach in security for the Allied countries and the air service was terminated 
after only two years, due to concerted political effort on the part of  Britain and the USA. In this article we will 
examine the role Chile played in the LATI saga. 

Mail from Chile can be divided into three distinct rating periods and the following table developed in conjunc-
tion with Ross Towle and Professor John West illustrates these periods: 

We can also add the concessionary Christmas postcard rates as follows: 
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 December 1939 to January 1940: $2.60                                                                   
 December 1940 to January 1941: $3.70                                                                   
 1st December to 18th December 1941: $5.00                                                          
In each case the UPU postcard component was $1.10. As we can see from the table, the surface fee and regis-

tration remain a constant during the period under review, whereas the air fee has three phases. The first lasted 
around 14 months, the second 10 months and the third just over two weeks. The latter were the last four flights 
and mail carried in this period is scarce. A selection of  covers is shown below to illustrate these rating periods. 

MAIL FROM THE FIRST RATE PERIOD 
22ND DECEMBER 1939 to15TH FEBRUARY 1941 

The cover below (fig.1)(See cover pages)  is dated 30th June 1940 from Santiago to Biarritz and franked 12.50 
pesos. France was split into two zones at this time, namely an occupied zone in the north/west and the Vichy con-
trolled south/eastern zone. Mail addressed to the occupied zone, as in the case of  this cover, had to be returned 
to sender. In this case a handstamp was applied measuring 67x10mm reading “ZONE OCCUPEE NE PEUT 
ETRE ACHEMINE.” The letter has been censored by the OKW (Oberkommando der Wehrmacht) but the tape 
has become detached, leaving only traces of  the glue on the edge of  the envelope. 

MAIL FROM THE SECOND RATE PERIOD 
15TH FEBRUARY 1941to1ST DECEMBER 1941 

An example of  this rate period (fig.2) is shown on the following preprinted LATI envelope dated 11th Octo-
ber 1941 from Valparaiso to Turin and franked 12.60 pesos. These Chilean LATI envelopes differ from the ones 
used in Brazil and Argentina in that they have the inscription "VIA CONDOR LATI" printed in the top left hand 
corner. They are much harder to find than the equivalent envelopes used in Brazil and Argentina. 

A further example of  some unusual mail from this period is the cover below (fig.3) dated 2nd November 
1941 from Santiago to Berlin franked 34.20 pesos. This 15–20g letter attracted a franking which is made up of  a 
UPU surface fee/20g of  $1.80 plus 3x $10.80/5g air fee. The envelope has a preprinted marginal inscription at the 
base reading "POR AVION–VIA CONDOR LATI." No other South American preprinted envelopes have this 
type of  LATI legend on them. 

This letter  has been struck on the front with a circular "Ab" mark signifying the letter was passed unopened 
by the censor in Berlin.  

Another letter passed unopened by the censor, but of  a slightly different nature, is the next one to be illus-
trated (fig.4). 

This cover is a 30–35g registered packet franked 69.50 pesos where the rate can be broken down as follows; 
UPU surface fee first 20g $1.80 plus next UPU increment $1.10 plus air fee 6x$10.80/5g plus $1.80 registration 
fee. 

The packet was struck with a large integral "VIA CONDOR–LATI CERTIFICADO" instructional hand-
stamp which was hitherto unrecorded and arrived in Berlin June 18th 1941. The cover is from the German Con-
sulate in Valparaiso and was struck on arrival in Germany with a large "Ld" mark by the Munich censor. This 
mark was reserved for correspondence of  a diplomatic nature which explains the lack of  the usual OKW censor 
tape, and is considered quite scarce. 

Concessionary greetings cards were available at the end of  1940 and these cards are quite difficult to find, 
none more so than the official LATI publicity card showing the winged gull emblem on the front and the $3.70 
Chilean rate on the reverse.The card shown as fig.5 and fig.6 is dated 21st December 1940 from Santiago to Vi-
enna and is struck with an OKW censor handstamp. It appears that the Condor agent was only sent a small quant-
ity of  these cards since only a handful have been recorded. 

Just as illusive is the Condor–Lufthansa card shown next (figs. 7 & 8) addressed to Wiesbaden and dated 
December 1940. Once again the OKW censor mark has been applied. Both these publicity  cards are inscribed on 
the front "Felices Fiestas" (Happy Christmas in Spanish). 

MAIL FROM THE THIRD AND FINAL RATE PERIOD  

1ST DECEMBER 1941 to 18TH DECEMBER 1941 

Lasting just over two weeks and encompassing the last four flights, mail from this last period is quite hard to 
find. The Condor–LATI publicity envelope shown (fig.9) was mailed 2nd December 1941 from Santiago to 
Freiburg and franked the 15 pesos rate, consisting of  $1.80/20g UPU surface fee plus $13.20/5g air fee. 
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Similarly air postcards from this period are equally hard to find. The card shown as fig.10 was also mailed 2nd 
December 1941  and franked the 5 pesos concessionary rate. Normally a letter with this amount of  writing would 
have been charged 15 pesos as we have seen above. 

SOME ASPECTS OF INCOMING MAIL 

A fitting start to this section is provided by fig.11 which is a first flight cover from Genoa to Valparaiso dated 
21st December 1939 and struck on the front with one of  the three types of  cachet used for the inaugural flight 
from Rome. LATI did not extend their service to Buenos Aires until July 1941 and thus this letter most likely went 
on the Condor service from Brazil to Chile which had begun in 1935. The letter was received in Valparaiso 4th 
January 1940. 

Quite a large proportion of  mail carried by LATI to South America originated in Germany and the service 
was used extensively by embassies in addition to being a "lifeline" for the German expatriate communities spread 
throughout Latin America and much of  the diplomatic mail must have been of  a sensitive nature. This was, natur-
ally, of  great concern to the Allies. A case in point is the next cover (fig.12) dated 28th June 1940 from the Chilean 
Embassy in Berlin to the Armament Acquisition Commission in Santiago. The letter is franked 325 rpf  which can 
be broken down as follows; UPU surface fee/20g 25 rpf  plus air fee first 5g 150 rpf  and air fee next 5g 150 rpf. 

Continuing the theme of  diplomatic mail we next have a cover (fig.13) registered from the Chilean Embassy 
in Madrid to the Ministry of  Foreign Affairs in Santiago. It was franked 13 pesetas and this charge covered only 
the air fee since Spain was in the Panamerican Postal Union, thus the UPU surface and registration fees were 
waived. The front is struck with a Diplomatic Correspondence three–line cachet and the letter has been censored 
by the Spanish authorities in Madrid. 

The German authorities were paranoid about security and no minor detail was overlooked. The next cover 
(fig.14) was dated 27th July 1940 from Meissen to Santiago but it was not accepted and was returned to sender. 
The red multiple choice check list indicates the reason for this was the use of  a blue lining to the envelope. 

LATI MAIL IN TRANSIT THROUGH CHILE 

Once the British censorship of  transit mail had become well established in Bermuda and Trinidad by August 
1941 it became increasingly difficult for the Axis powers to get mail into the USA and to the outside world (e.g. 
China and Japan) without it being censored. The Germans and Italians devised a way to route mail across South 
America to Chile and then up the west coast via Panama to Miami and beyond. Pearl Harbour had not occurred 
yet and this was a viable route for them for a short while. However the Americans were persuaded to divert mail 
at Cali in Colombia, take it to Baranquilla and then on to Jamaica for censorship. An example of  this mail is 
shown below (fig.15) in the form of  a letter dated 16th July 1941 from Italy to Ohio franked 18 lire, consisting of  
1.25L/20g UPU surface fee plus 16.75L/5g air fee. The front is struck with a directional cachet reading "VOIE 
ROMA–BUENOS AIRES SANTIAGO–COTE Du PACIFICQUE." In addition to the Italian censor tape, it has 
British censor tape indicating it was opened by Censor 2595 in Jamaica. 

The final cover (fig.16) in this survey of  Chilean LATI mail is dated 28th September 1941 registered from 
Winsen to the German Consulate in Tientsin in China and franked 205 rpf  , comprising 25 rpf/20g UPU surface 
fee plus 30 rpf  registration fee plus 150 rpf/5g air fee. It is struck with a  circular "Ad" mark signifying the letter 
was passed unopened by the Munich censor and it arrived in Chile 11th November 1941. The attack on Pearl 
Harbour occurred on 7th December 1941 and the letter was next struck in Chile on 14th January 1942, having 
been denied access to a Japanese boat that would have taken it to the Far East. Instead, the letter was struck with a 
handstamp reading "DE VUELTO AL REMITENTE SERVICIO INTERRUMPIDO" (return to sender service 
suspended). The letter was in fact held during the war and finally returned to Winsen in July 1949. 

Chile's role in the LATI saga is an interesting one, made rather more complex due to the three different rating 
periods applicable to outgoing mail. 
NOTES 

1.Cusworth M (2012),’The Italian South Atlantic Airline (LATI)’, Fil–Italia Handbooks,No 10, Italy & Colonies 
Study Circle, Uckfield, England. 
2.Miller C (2006), British Empire Civil Censorship Devices, Canada, Colonies in the Caribbean and North and South 
America, Civil Censorship Study Group, 2nd Rev ed, Wiveliscombe, England. 
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Symons John C, Post WWII Airmail across the Pacific. 

Post WWII Airmail across the Pacific. 

John C Symons 

My article ‘Four Covers A Career’ published in November’s issue of  Air Mail News concluded with a question: ‘Can any 
member please help.’ The question related to the two covers sent from the US to China in the months following the end of  
World War II, and prior to the resumption of  scheduled services. 

I asked John Wilson for his help, who forwarded my request to Bob Wilscek (AAMS member) who in turn referred it 
on to Jonathan L Johnson (AAMS and BAMS member). The outcome was a lively discussion between Jonathan and my-
self, which went a long way to resolving the issue. John supplied much useful information from the pages of  the USPO 
Postal Bulletins (http://www.uspostalbulletins.com). This prompted me to delve in some depth into these bulletins, with 
the following result: 

Hello John J, Bob and John W, email dated 6 Feb 2015                                                                                     
Your email (Jon Johnson) prompted me to dig further into the website of  USPO Postal Bulletins, and with 
some success, postal services to unoccupied China seemed quite well established from an early date follow-
ing the conclusion of  WWII in 1945. 
I set up a series of  searches, the first was the most obvious one: ‘ china air mail’ over the period 1/1/1941 
to 12/31/1947. This produced but three ‘hits’. The first was Bulletin #18620: 

INTERNATIONAL MAILS AIR–MAIL SERVICE TO UNOCCUPIED CHINA Including 
Packages of  Medicines. Effective at once, letter mails for unoccupied China will be accepted for 
dispatch to India by surface means and thence onward to destination by air, when prepaid at the 
rate of  30 cents per half–ounce in addition to the ordinary postage. Such letters should bear the 
"By Air Mail/Par Avion" label and be marked "From India.”. 

This obviously refers to the route over ‘The Hump’.  
There is no further mention until Bulletin #19080 in 1947 which confirms air mail service to Okinawa and 
Ryukyu Islands effective 11/1/1947. 
I next tried ‘china airmail’. This resulted in no ‘hits’. So I further simplified the search to the single word 
‘china’. This was much more successful in producing ‘hits’ for the period 1/1/1945 to 12/31/1947, 11 in 
1945, 20 in 1946 and 17 in 1947. The first with any relevancy was a footnote to Bulletin #18793 which 
reads: 

1. At this time, in addition to regular mail service, only limited unregistered parcel–post service is in 
effect to unoccupied China; there is no mail service to occupied China. 
This clearly confirms there was a knowledge of  the civil war situation in China. 

Bulletin #18869 is the one John you have already pointed out to me. 
Bulletin #18871announces the resumption of restricted parcel post services effective 10/26/1945. The next 
is Bulletin #18880, dated 11/30/1945, under headings: 

‘International Mails, Mail Services Available’: China (entire country)–– All articles in the regular 
(Postal Union) mails. Registration and special–delivery service available. Air–mail articles limited to 
2 ounces in weight. Ordinary parcel–post packages accepted for certain provinces and cities. 

This is the first instance I have come across that makes specific mention of  a post–war air mail services. 
The next with any relevancy is Bulletin #18981, dated 11/19/1946: 

MAIL SERVICE TO TAIWAN (FORMOSA) AND LEASED TERRITORY OF KWANG– 
CHOWWAN (FORT BAYARD) 

ORDER NO. 33258; DATED NOVEMBER 15, 1946. 
For postal purposes, Taiwan (Formosa) and the Leased Territory of  Kwangchowwan (Fort Bayard) 
are now regarded as part of  China. Kwangchowwan (Fort Bayard), moreover has been given the 
new name of  "Chankiangshih." 
Consequently, effective at once, all surface mail matter, including parcel post, for Taiwan (Formosa) 
and Chankiangshih (Kwangchowwan) may be accepted subject to the conditions and at the rates 
of  postage applicable to China. For the present, no air–mail service to these places is available. 
The Treasury Department has issued a circular under the Trading With the Enemy Act removing 
Taiwan (Formosa) from the category of  enemy territory. 
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This would seem to be an acknowledgement of  Chiang Kia–shek's lack of  success in the civil war with the 
Communists, and the following again adds substance to a preexisting air mail service, Bulletin #18989, dated 
12/19/1946: 

AIR MAIL SERVICE TO TAIWAN (FORMOSA) AND CHANKIANGSHIH (KWANG-
CHOWWAN). ORDER NO. 33580; DATED DECEMBER 17, 1946. 

Effective at once, correspondence for Taiwan (Formosa) and Chankiang– shih (Kwangchowwan), 
may be accepted for transmission by air mail subject to the conditions and upon prepayment of  the 
air–mail postage applicable to China. 
Order No. 33258, dated November 15, 1946, is modified accordingly.  

Appendix to Bulletin #19009, dated 2/27/1947 is probably the most informative and of  the greatest inter-
est, and confirms an air mail service to China. Too large to reproduce here, the relevant entries are: 
Weight limit: China  2 ounces 

China…… Postage rate per ½oz: 25¢ …… Frequency: Daily. …… Departures from: San Francisco 
and Los Angeles ……Approx transit time: 5 – 7 days to Shanghai. 

This would seem to answer my query as regards to means. The two covers to Shanghai would have been 
carried by air from mainland US to Shanghai. There is no mention of  carrier., but this is largely clarified 
in Bulletin #19033, dated 5/22/1947: 

INTERNATIONAL MAIL. FIRST FLIGHT COVERS TO SHANGHAI, CHINA 
Philatelic service will be provided for covers carried by the first flight of  Pan American Airways on 
Route FAM 14 to Shanghai, China, expected to depart from San Francisco June 3, from Honolulu 
June 4, and from Guam June 5, 1947. A special cachet will be applied to all covers which comply 
with the following conditions: 
All covers must bear air–mail postage of  25 cents per half–ounce or fraction. Covers must be sent 
enclosed to the Postmaster at San Francisco 1, Calif.; Honolulu 2, Hawaii; or Guam, Guam; and 
should be accompanied by a request that they be sent by the first flight to Shanghai. The cachet will 
not be applied to covers postmarked at air–mail fields. ……… 

This postdates the two covers, and so they were not carried on FAM14, Would the carrier have been 
CNAC? I stopped searching at this point, all the remaining Bulletins were of  a later date and perhaps not 
relevant. 
This search has been a big help in answering my queries as posed in November’s issue. I can now say with 
some certainty the two covers were flown to Shanghai (Bulletin #19009), and they were not carried by Pan 
American Airways (Bulletin #19033) However, Bulletin #18880 would suggest there were air mail services 
to China as early as November 1945, although no further detail was found as to routes or carriers. 

Does this complete the story? If  so many thanks to John Wilson, Bob Wilscek, and particularly Jonathan L Johnson. 
Also to Tony Wawrukiewicz , and his team for the transcriptions of  the USPO Bulletins, without which this exercise would 
have been impossible It has been a most interesting experience. 

❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉ 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Rawlins J, Airmail to Sweden and Return 1929 
Airmail to Sweden and Return 1929 

John Rawlins 

Postage rates. 
Great Britain to Sweden, 15th July 1926 to 1st June 1930: Air mail surcharge: 3d per oz plus 1d surface postage. 

Printed matter: ½d per 2oz 1879–1949 
Sweden to Europe, 10th April 1928 to 28th  February 1941: Airmail 10 öre per 20g plus 5 öre surface postage 

 Printed matter: 5 öre 1924–48 
Posted at the 16th Philatelic Congress, Birmingham on 3rd June 1929. Postage paid: 3½d for airmail printed mat-
ter. Note the text on the cover, being a duplicated Daily Mail supplement of  the 1929 General Election election 
results. 
The cover was addressed, a small fraction of  which can just be seen under the Par Avion label, to the Uno Soderberg 
esq. Philatelic Agency PO Stockholm Sweden 
It was flown by KLM to Amsterdam, then onwards to Stockholm by the Swedish service. This service had been 
extended to Stockholm from Malmo in May 1928. It arrived in Stockholm on 5th June 1929. From there it was 
reposted to Great Britain, postage paid 10 öre air surcharge plus 5 öre surface rate making a total of  15 öre.. 
It departed from Stockolm on 5th June. The Swedish air service carried the cover from Stockholm to Amsterdam, 
with a short stop at Malmo, where it was postmarked 6th June. KLM completed the carriage to London. 

❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉
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Aspects of Chilean LATI Mail (cont) 

Figure 13.
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Aspects of Chilean LATI Mail (cont) 
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WARDROP & COMPANY LIMITED 
Philatelic Insurance Specialists 

The insurance for the serious collector providing 
peace of mind at surprisingly low cost. 

What is covered - Stamps, covers, envelopes, postcards, albums, philatelic literature, stamp boxes, 
and other articles of philatelic or postal history interest. 
Insurance against –All risks of physical loss or damage to property excluding wear, tear, gradual 
deterioration, moth, vermin, and damage or deterioration of any article directly caused while being 
worked upon or undergoing any process. 
Scope of cover – Anywhere UK (subject to prior advice of transits or locations other than the main 
dwelling for sums over £15,000) including postal or accompanied sendings  
Basis of valuation – Market value. 
Cost –Anywhere UK  £3.75 reducing to £3.00 per £1,000    
      for higher sums 
 Normally Bank  £2.50 per £1,000 (30 days withdrawal   
        any one year) 
 Bank only   £1.25 per £1,000 

For a personal quotation and prospectus write to us at the address below, telephone 01376 
563764, or visit our website www.wardrop.co.uk for more information including lots of 
links to other philatelic sites and an online proposal form. 

Wardrop & Co Ltd 
PO Box 772, Coggeshall 

COLCHESTER CO6 1UW 

Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority  




